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                                   Programme 
 
 
Thursday 12th March 2015 
 
12.00 onward  Registration  
 
12.30-1.30pm   Buffet Lunch  
 
12.30-1.30  Artist’s demonstration: Paddy Hartley – Boardroom  
 
1.30 -3.00pm Welcome; Panel sessions 
 

1. Revisiting the Stories of WWI Disfigured men – Conference room 1 
i) Anna Branach-Kallas: ‘Abjection, Masks, and Cultural Trauma: Les Gueules 
Cassées in Recent Great War Fiction in English and French’  
ii) Marzena Sokołowska-Paryż: ‘The Ideological “Faces” of the Great War: the 
“Culture of Aversion” versus the Post-Memory Culture of Empathy’ 
iii) Suzanne Steele: ‘“The Tin Nose Shop”: les gueules cassées and Michael 
Longley's Great War poetry’ 
Chair: Richard Perceval Graves  

 
2. Visual Representations of Disfigurement – Conference room 2 

i) Emmanuelle Raingeval : ‘L’atelier des masques: quand la sculpture se fait soin’ 
ii) Rossella Bondi: ‘Giorgio de Chirico and Alberto Savinio: the Aesthetic of the 
Faceless Man during World War I’ 
iii) Nicola Baird: ‘“Let the atrocious images haunt us”:  Artistic Representations 
of and Responses to the Disfigured Faces of the Great War’ 
Chair: Karen Shepherdson  

  
3.00-3.30pm Tea  
 
3.30-5.00pm  PANEL SESSIONS  
    
 

http://www.exeter.ac.uk/


3. Responses to Disfigurement in the Visual Arts – Conference room 1 
i) Monika Keska: ‘Deformity and Facial Disfigurement in Francis Bacon’s 
Portraiture’ 
ii) Paul Rousseau: ‘Francis Bacon and the Visages of War’ 
iii) Karen Shepherdson: ‘Picturing Aftermath - a visual  response to the broken 
faces of the First World War’ 
Chair: Beatriz Pichel 
 

  4. Disfigurement before the First World War – Conference room 2 
i) Patricia Skinner: Taking the Long View on Disfigurement 
ii) Michelle Webb: ‘“I did perfectly make him whole”: Facial Damage, Surgery and 
Objectification in England, c.1500 – 1700’ 
iii) Céline Cherici: ‘Alexis Carrel et la Grande Guerre’ 
Chair: Julie Mazaleigue-Labaste 

   
5.00-5.15pm   Tea/Coffee  
 
5.15-6.00  Artist’s demonstration: Eleanor Crook: tube pedicle - Boardroom 
 
6.00-6.45pm  Plenary Lecture, Alumni Auditorium, Forum  

Prof Bernard Devauchelle, Institut Faire Faces 
La Chirurgie nouvelle (or the birth of cosmetic surgery) 
Chair: David Houston Jones  

 
6.45pm Reception & refreshments 

Visit, Saving Faces exhibition, Forum 
 
 
Friday 13th March 2015 
 
9.00-11.00am PANEL SESSIONS 
 

5. Surgery and the Face – Conference room 1 
 i) Jean-Claude Dupont: ‘Les blessures de la tête et la Grande Guerre’ 

ii) Andrew Brown: ‘From Gillies to the Guinea Pigs’ 
iii) Julie Mazaleigue-Labaste: ‘Les cultures médicales face aux Gueules Cassées: 
place et fonction des croisements entre chirurgie et odontologie dans le soin des 
blessures de la face, à partir du cas d’Albéric Pont’ 
Chair: Sylvie Testelin 

 
6. Archives & Museum Studies – Conference room 2 

i) Ruth Neave: ‘“The Progress of Plastic Surgery”: An Insight into the Antony 
Wallace Archive, British Association of Plastic, Reconstructive, and Aesthetic 
Surgeons’ 
ii) David Houston Jones:  ‘Facial repair: from the Medical Archive to 
contemporary artistic practice’ 



iii) Paddy Hartley, 'Patchwork narratives and the archive: a visual interpretation 
of the life of Walter Yeo' 
Chair: Cristina Burke-Trees 

 
11.00-11.30am Tea/Coffee  
 
11.30-12.45  Plenary Lecture  
   James Partridge (Founder and Chief Executive, Changing   
   Faces), ‘Facial disfigurement and fairness: a journey… from  
   Sidcup to today and tomorrow…’ 

Chair: Manuela Barreto 
 
12.45-1.45pm  Lunch, Innovation Centre 
  
2.00-3.15pm Visit, Faces of Conflict exhibition, Royal Albert Museum and Art 

Gallery 
 
2.00-2.25 Steering committee meeting, Strand 1: Medicine & Epistemology 

(project team only) 
2.25-2.45 Steering committee meeting, Strand 2: Disfigurement in society 

(project team only) 
2.45-3.15 Steering committee meeting, Strand 3: Representing the Face (project 

team only) 
 
3.15-3.45  Tea & coffee 
 
3.45-5.15pm  PANEL SESSIONS  

 
7. Photography – Conference room 1 

i) Jason Bate: ‘At the cusp of medical research: surgical societies, facial injuries, 
and the role of photography in exchanging, debating, and disseminating 
methods and ideas during the First World War’ 
ii) Beatriz Pichel: ‘Portraying the Gueules Cassées: Photography and the Making 
of Disfigurement (1914-1932)’ 
iii) Ulrike Zitzlsperger: ‘Losing Faces – Gaining Perspectives in 1920s Germany’ 
Chair: Joe Kember 
 

8. Disfigurement and identity – Conference room 2 
i) Sophie Cremades: ‘La naissance d’un visage, une identité en marche’ 
ii) François Delaporte: ‘De la face au masque : les questions de l’identité au 
sortir de la Grande Guerre’ 
iii) Anne-Marie Martindale: ‘“When I look in the mirror, I see a mixture of the 
two [of us]”: Some thoughts on identity shift and facial transplantation’ 
Chair: Marie Le Clainche-Piel 
 

5.15-5.45  Refreshments 
 



5.45-6.45pm Plenary Lecture  
Louisa Young, Innovation Centre 
'My Dear, I Wanted to Tell You that I have received a Slight/Serious 
Wound....': A novelist's approach to the human, individual and family 
experience of maxillofacial reconstruction in WWI. 
Chair: Marjorie Gehrhardt 

 
7.30pm Conference dinner, Rougemont Hotel 
 
 
 
Saturday 14th March 2015 
 
9.00-11.00am  PANEL SESSIONS 
 

9. Film studies – Conference room 1 
i) Joe Kember: ‘Face Value: Robert Florey and the Representation of the Gueules 
Cassées in Hollywood’ 
ii) Evelyne Jardonnet: ‘Défigurations dans le cinéma de la Grande Guerre: de 
l'infilmable à l'image-spectrale’ 
iii) Karine Chevalier: ‘The Disfigured Face or the Absent Signifier: Faces and 
Masks in French Cinema’ 
iv) Richard Woodall: ‘“Circus of Horrors”: Disfiguring the Feminine in 1960s 
Cinema’ 
Chair: Jason Bate 
 

 
10. Literary representations of disfigurement and identity – Conference  room 2 

i) Martin Hurcombe: ‘The Return of the Brute’ 
ii) Kate Macdonald: ‘The facially impaired First World War soldier in British 
popular culture’ 
iii) Kamilla Pawlikowska: ‘Imagination, the Face and Surgical Intervention’ 
iv) Marjorie Gehrhardt: ‘La Greffe Générale: the voice of French facially injured 
soldiers‘ 
Chair: Suzanne Steele 
 

11.00-11.30am Tea and Coffee 
 
11.30-12.45pm Plenary Lecture  
   Dr Suzannah Biernoff, Birkbeck, University of London 
   85 Portraits of War 
   Chair: David Houston Jones 
 
12.45-13.45pm Lunch 
     
 
 



13.45-15.45  PANEL SESSIONS 
 

11. Artistic Practice – Conference room 1 
i) Mark Gilbert: ‘The Experience of Portraiture in a Clinical Setting’ 
ii) Luke Shepherd: ‘If a surgeon can't draw, would you trust them to hold a 
scalpel?’ 
iii) Eleanor Crook: tbc 
Chair: Suzannah Biernoff 

 
12. Psyche and Society – Conference room 2 

i) Sophie Delaporte: ‘L’atteinte, XIXe-XXIe siècle’ 
ii) Marie Le Clainche-Piel: ‘Committing to Face Transplantation: From the 
Challenge of Singularity to the Return to the Community’ 
iii) Emmylou Rahtz: ‘The complex course of psychological distress   
following facial injury’ 
Chair: Dale Weston 

 
 
 
15.45   END OF CONFERENCE 
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JOINING INSTRUCTIONS 
 

Venues 
The majority of the conference will take place in the Innovation Centre, Rennes Drive, 
University of Exeter EX4 4RN. Please note that the Innovation Centre is around 10 minutes’ 
walk from central campus. 
 
Prof Devauchelle’s keynote lecture and Saving Faces exhibition on 12th March will take 
place in the Alumni Auditorium in the Forum building on central campus.  
 
Faces of Conflict exhibition is in RAMM (Royal Albert Memorial Museum) in the centre of 
town. 
 
Getting to the University of Exeter 
TRAIN: St. David’s train station is the mainline station at Exeter. It is about ¾ mile from the 
Streatham campus. There is a taxi rank at the station and a taxi to the Streatham campus 
will cost between £3-£5. You can catch a bus (the H) from St David’s to the Streatham 
Campus. It comes every 15 mins and the journey will take about 15 mins. 
 
TAXI: Reliable local firms are Capital Taxis 01392 433433 and Gemini Taxis 
01392 666666. 
 
WALKING FROM ST DAVID’S: cross the main road outside the station; by the pedestrian 
crossing there is an archway indicating the pedestrian route (very much uphill all the way – 
be warned) to the Streatham Campus. Follow the signs en route (15-20 mins walk plus 
another 10 mins to the Innovation Centre). 
 
BUS: The bus station is on Paris Street, about one mile from the Streatham campus. A local 
bus service around the city is run by Stagecoach. A service (D Bus) runs from the city centre 
to the Streatham campus every 15 minutes during the day Monday – Saturday. 
 
PLANE: Exeter International Airport is located approximately six miles from the Streatham 
campus. Shuttle buses run on weekdays to the main bus station approx every 40 minutes. 
Alternatively taxis can be taken directly to the University campus. Details on public transport 
options from UK airports can be found at www.baa.com 
 
WHEN YOU GET TO THE STREATHAM CAMPUS A Campus Map is accessible  here: 
http://www.exeter.ac.uk/visit/directions/streathammap  
 
KEY POINTS ON THE MAP 
Forum = 3 (6G) 
Innovation Centre = 25 (4I) 
 

http://www.exeter.ac.uk/
http://www.exeter.ac.uk/visit/directions/streathammap


Parking on Campus 
Day delegates must purchase a car parking ticket from the machines located near the car 
parks on campus. The pay-and-display rates (8.00am-6.00pm, free after 6.00pm) are as 
follows: up to 2 hours - £1; up to 4 hours - £2; over 4 hours - £3. 
 
Registration & practicalities 
This will take place in the foyer of the Innovation Centre. This area will accommodate a 
display table for project-related publications.  
 
Lunch and refreshments are provided, and will be in the Innovation Centre, with the 
exception of the reception following Prof Devauchelle’s keynote lecture on 12th March, 
which will take place in the Forum. 
 
 
 

Poster session participants 
 
 
Nichola Court and Jennifer Mason, Queen Victoria Hospital Archive and the Guinea Pig 
Club files 
 
The Queen Victoria Hospital Archive is an important source for research into the history of 
plastic surgery. In addition to administrative records and patient files, the archive includes 
the ‘Guinea Pig Club’ patient files which provide a detailed record of pioneering treatment 
administered to badly burnt air force personnel by Sir Archibald McIndoe during the Second 
World War. The files contain extensive photographic evidence of the progress of patients 
during treatment and some also include drawings of surgical procedures as they took place 
in theatre. This poster outlines the main series of records in this collection and their 
significance to researchers. It also describes West Sussex Record Office’s proposed bid to 
the Wellcome Trust for funds to catalogue the Queen Victoria Hospital archive and digitise 
the Guinea Pig Club patient files.  
 
 
Marjorie Gehrhardt, A Story to Teach History: Lieutenant Bertram Blight in the Classroom 
 
This poster presents an example of how the research carried out by members of the 
1914FACES2014 project can be used in the classroom. The proposed History pathway takes 
the journey of a Devon serviceman as the starting point for an enquiry into the First World 
War and its impact, moving from the local to the national and international levels. It 
addresses the following National Curriculum aims:  knowing and understanding British and 
European history, understanding the connections between local, regional, national and 
international history, understanding the methods of historical enquiry. The poster presents 
a summary of Lieutenant Bertram Blight’s story and suggests possible themes that can be 
further developed, as well as ways of addressing methodological questions. 
 
 
 



Luke Shepherd, Drawing…a surgical skill? 
 
This poster gives an insight into the innovative sculpture course taught by Luke Shepherd, in 
which he teaches perception, visual acuity and 3-D language to plastic and maxillo-facial 
surgeons as a visual aid for clinical work.  The course is currently convened by Mr Simon 
Withey and its unique approach gives the surgeon a quick, yet thorough appreciation of 3-D 
form in a relevant and instructive way.  The poster complements Luke’s presentation, in 
which he demonstrates how he trains surgeons and shows that seeing is a language which 
all can readily learn.  He argues for including the artistic element of “Sculpture for Surgeons” 
as an integral part of surgical education and shows that drawing is simply a visual language 
with grammar and rules that are easily learnt, but rarely taught, leaving people feeling 
unnecessarily awkward by the fact that they feel they can't draw. 
 
 
Dale Weston, Not so easy to imagine: The consequences of imagining interactions with 
differently stigmatised targets 
 
Mentally simulating interactions has been used as a method of improving actual interactions 
with various stigmatised targets (e.g., Crisp & Turner, 2009). However, the effects of 
mentally simulating interactions may differ depending on the stigmatising condition in 
question (West, Holmes, & Hewstone, 2011). This study aimed to explore how imagining 
interactions with differently stigmatised individuals (an individual with a facial 
disfigurement, an individual in a wheelchair, or an individual who is homeless) might 
influence the nature of responses to these individuals. The results of this study revealed that 
imagining interactions with individuals with a facial disfigurement seems to be particularly 
difficult, mentally taxing, and anxiety provoking (particularly in comparison to imagining an 
interaction with an individual in a wheelchair). This may have negative implications for the 
use of imagined interaction as a method of improving interactions between individuals with 
and without a facial disfigurement. 
 
 
Gili Yaron, Prosthetic faces, (re)covered selves 
 
Drawing upon my qualitative analysis of the stories of users whom I have interviewed - 
people with facial disfigurement who receive and wear facial prostheses as part of their 
medical trajectory, this poster provides a taste of the sometimes unexpected answers to 
questions such as ‘what do facial prostheses do?’ and ‘how are facial prostheses done?’ My 
poster will explore the theme of concealment and the various strategies people deploy in 
dealing with revelation, and their attitudes towards it (anxiety, longing). It will also 
investigate how the facial prosthesis appears in cherishing practices: people’s collecting and 
displaying their old, used prostheses. Here, it appears as a material reminder that 
participates in the shaping of users’ identity narratives. 
 
 
 
 

 



Exhibitions  
To accompany the 1914FACES2014 closing conference, we are delighted to announce the 
following exhibitions: 
 

Faces of Conflict: the impact of the First World 

War on art and facial reconstructive surgery 
 
Royal Albert Memorial Museum and Art Gallery,  
Exeter 17th January – 4th April 2015  
 
This exhibition takes the experience of the facially 
injured soldiers of the First World War as the starting-
point for an enquiry into disfigurement in the 
broadest sense. It creates a dialogue between work 
created during and immediately after the First World 
War and the work of contemporary artists including 
the work of Paddy Hartley, artist in residence, College 
of Humanities. 
 

 

Saving Faces meets 1914FACES2014  
Exhibition of portrait paintings by Mark Gilbert 24th 
February – 26th March, University of Exeter, Forum 
(main campus)             
 
Our presentation of the Saving Faces exhibition is 
part of a research-led enquiry into questions of 
social reintegration. The Saving Faces art project 
presents us with a unique opportunity to study the 
present-day collaboration between the maxillofacial 
surgeon Professor Iain Hutchison (St 
Bartholomew’s) and the acclaimed Glaswegian     
portrait painter Mark Gilbert.  

 
 
Front cover/poster image:  
 
Eric Manigaud, Gueule cassée no 3 (2006), British soldier, and a patient of Harold Gillies, 
Pencil and graphite on paper 
 
French artist Eric Manigaud concerns himself with images of catastrophic events which 
affect society’s collective memory. He works on a monumental scale and attempts to 
uncover the power of the photographed image beyond the material reality of that 
photograph.  In his own words: ‘I don’t consider that I am reproducing a photograph, but in 
fact a projection, with all the likely modifications that this entails. Under these conditions 
the image becomes diaphanous, or spectral, because it has lost its materiality.’  He imagines 



what this soldier was subjected to at the very instant the photograph was taken and adds 
cumulatively his own thoughts and subconscious memory onto the image without changing 
the subject of the instantaneous photograph. Crucially, the artist is offering us the possibility 
to experience a sense of what lingers beyond materiality and might therefore reposition our 
own perception of the trauma in the image. 
The original drawing on an impressive scale, can be seen in the Faces of Conflict exhibition. 
 
1914FACES2014 Project Curator Cristina Burke-Trees 
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Abstracts in session order 
 
Anna Branach-Kallas 

 

Abjection, Masks, and Cultural Trauma: 

Les  Gueules  Cassées in Recent Great War Fiction in English and French 

 

The purpose of my paper is a comparative analysis of the representation of disfigurement and 

mask(s) in recent fictions of World War One published in English and French. Starting with the now 

classic La Chambre des officiers (1998) by Marc Dugain, which explores the pain of facial surgery and 

the stigmatization of les gueles cassées in the post-war context, I move on to the interpretation of 

Toby’s Room (2012) by Pat Barker, Au-revoir, là-haut (2013) by Pierre Lemaitre, and Broken Ground 

by Jack Hodgins (1998). In all these novels, disfigurement is represented as embodied abjection, 

violating the boundaries of inside and outside, but also of private and public, as the brutality of the 

war becomes virtually inscribed on the victim’s body. While Barker develops, moreover, an 

interesting analogy between wounded face and destroyed landscape, Lemaitre and Hodgins posit 

the disfigured veteran as the victim of trauma, the abject testimony of which, readable on the face, 

must be hidden from view. In the three novels, the disfigured soldier protagonist is forced to wear a 

mask to conceal not only the abject wound that puts social reintegration at risk, but also to hide an 

embodied history of the war, unacceptable in a post-war culture devoted to the politics of grief. 

Applying the theory of cultural trauma, I attempt to explore how the removal of the mask, staged by 

Barker, Lemaitre, and Hodgins in the respective novels, represents the split between the 

perfomative and the pedagogic discourses of the nation (acc. to Bhabha) and responds to our 

contemporary concerns with the ethical legacies of the First World War.  

http://www.exeter.ac.uk/


 

Anna Branach-Kallas (Ph.D., D.Litt.) is Associate Professor in the Department of English at Nicolaus 

Copernicus University, Toruń, Poland. She is the author of three books and over fifty essays, which 

express a range of interests from intertextuality and historiography to corporeality, trauma, war, and 

postcolonialism. Currently, she is the director of the project “The Great War as Cultural Trauma in 

Contemporary English, French, and Canadian Fiction”.  

 

 

Marzena Sokołowska-Paryż 

 

The Ideological ‘Faces’ of the Great War: the ‘Culture of Aversion’ versus the Post-Memory Culture 

of Empathy 

 

Ward Muir’s The Happy Hospital includes passages describing the author’s encounters with facially-

disfigured soldiers, passages permeated by the emotion of disgust. Ernst Friedrich’s Krieg dem Kriege 

comprise a series of photographs of soldiers with horrific facial wounds, gathered together under 

the meaningful title “Das Antlitz des Krieges” [“The Visage of the War”], the aim being to shock the 

readers/viewers so as to bring them to a realization of the ‘true’ realities of the war. Alongside these 

documentary narratives there appeared significant novels, likewise intent on exploiting the emotion 

of aversion to this type of wounds in order to render the anti-war message even stronger, the most 

important examples being William Faulkner’s Soldiers’ Pay and William March’s Company K. In 

contrast, the depiction of the facially-disfigured soldiers in Marc Dugain’s La chambre des officiers 

(as well as François Dupeyron’s film adaption of the novel) and Jodie Shields’s The Crimson Portrait is 

filtered through our contemporary social and cultural acceptance of physical disability. The focus of 

this paper will be a comparative analysis of the past and contemporary images of the facially-

disfigured soldiers (Friedrich versus Dupeyron), as well as the past and contemporary discourse on 

such cases (Faulkner and March versus Dugain and Shields). My argument will revolve round 

Suzannah Biernoff’s analysis of “the culture of aversion” which explains the appearance of such 

narratives as The Happy Hospital, Krieg dem Kriege, Soldiers’ Pay and Company K, in comparison to 

contemporary texts and film promoting a culture of empathy. Concomitantly, my discussion will 

focus on Jodie Shields’s commemorative “fictionalization” of the person of Varaztad Kazanjian, in 

comparison to Pat Barker’s and Jane Urquhart’s ‘uses of,’ respectively, the historical figures of W. H. 

R. River  and Walter Allward, so as to convey a ‘contemporary’ meaning of the Great War. 

 

Marzena Sokolowska-Paryz is Associate Professor at the Institute of English Studies, University of 

Warsaw, Poland. She is the author of Reimagining the War Memorial, Reinterpreting the Great War: 

The Formats of British Commemorative Fiction and The Myth of War in British and Polish Poetry, 

1939-1945. The Great War in Post-Memory Literature and Film, co-edited with Martin Löschnigg, has 

recently been published. 

 

 

 

 

 



Suzanne Steele 

 

Michael Longley’s ‘The Tin Noses Shop’: the poet’s imperative and the Great War 

 

For the Irish poet, Michael Longley, his father’s Great War is as artistically embedded in him as is his 

father’s DNA. In ‘Anniversary’ (1996), written in honour of his father’s birth centenary, Longley 

writes to his long dead father as a young officer serving in the trenches. Longley sees his father lift 

‘with tongs from the brazier an ember, / And in its glow reads my words’, an image that provokes a 

profoundly healing image for combatants and next-of-kin. For Longley, the son of a ‘gentle father’ 

who survived the Somme, the Battle of Loos, and wounding at High Wood as the teen-aged 

commander of the infantry battalion, ‘Longley’s Babies,’ combined with a Catholic youth in the de 

facto war zone of Belfast, the Great War became both an ‘obsession’ and a contact zone of the 

intensely personal, artistic, and political. While Longley’s reading of the Great War employs the 

Homeric, Christian, and trench tropes of the canon, his unique perspective as poet and veteran’s 

son, contra Paul Fussell, Jean Norton Cru et al., re-faces the combatant from the perspective of a 

century, culminating in the masterful, achingly beautiful poem, ‘The Tin Noses Shop.’ This paper 

explores issues of poetic voice, autobiography, appropriation, the idea of ‘combat Gnosticism,’ and 

the concept of témoignage as the poet’s ethical heritage, privilege and imperative. The paper 

proposes that poets, through studious connection with the deep past, may be akin to the sculptors 

who fashioned tin noses for faceless soldiers returning from the front, and that they, through social 

and personal rites of poetry, may offer empathy and a real connection for those who served, those 

who survived, and those yet to be born, on a personal, national and international level. 

 

Suzanne Steele is an award-winning poet, installation artist, and doctoral researcher at the 

University of Exeter. From 2008-2010 Suzanne was an official war artist, Canada’s first poet bear 

witness to a war zone. Her research into ethics and aesthetics of the Great War narrative arises from 

this experience. In 2012, SMSteele premiered her critically reviewed, symphonic/choral work, 

Afghanistan: Requiem for a Generation. She is a member of eXegesis, an international poetry 

collective, which produces installations and performance art. On 4 August 2014, the centenary of the 

start of the Great War, her major public engagement, The Long Goodbye: a conversation across a 

century, was installed in Reed Hall gardens.  SMSteele has been broadcast and has presented 

internationally, most recently at Oxford, and is a Named Collaborator, the literary advisor to the 

1914FACES2014 project. In late May she will be giving a paper at Aftermath (London Kings College). 

 

 

Emmanuelle Raingeval 

 

L’atelier des masques. Quand la sculpture se fait soin.  

 

« Pour moi, la merveille, le mystère, c’est justement le visage de l’individu dans la masse. Une fois au 

musée, j’ai pris garde à ces visages, et tout d’un coup m’est venue la conscience de ce qu’il y a 

d’extraordinairement vivant et inatteignable en eux – si différent de ce que l’on trouve dans les 

œuvres d’art que celles-ci me parurent soudain congelées, mortes. Une sorte de désespoir s’empara 

de moi, car je me disais : personne n’a jamais pu saisir vraiment le prodige de ces visages ni de la vie 

qu’ils reflètent. »              Alberto Giacometti   



 

Au  printemps  1918,  l’artiste  américaine  Anna  Coleman  Ladd  et  sa  collègue française Jane 

Poupelet ouvrirent à Paris, rue Notre Dame des Champs, un atelier des masques où elles mirent 

leurs compétences au service des gueules cassées de la Grande Guerre. Au Studio for Portrait Masks, 

placé sous l’égide de l’American Red Cross, les deux  artistes  façonnaient  pour  les hôpitaux  

militaires  des  prothèses  d’un  type  très particulier, sortes de simulacres  en métal des parties  

manquantes du  visage, que  le mutilé plaçait comme un masque sur ses blessures. 

Cette collaboration singulière entre art  et  médecine, suscite  un  intérêt  de  premier  ordre. 

Mais  d’emblée,  la  citation  de Giacometti interroge sur la possibilité de se saisir réellement du  

prodige des visages et, a fortiori, de le restituer par la greffe ou le masque. Par analogie avec les 

mots de l’artiste, les  prothèses  des  gueules  cassées  qui  camouflent  les  lésions  ne 

correspondraient seulement qu’à des fragments congelés ou morts qui détonnent par leur 

immobilité, incapables de se fondre dans la chair et de s’assouplir, de plisser, pour suivre les traits 

expressifs du vivant. Quelle est donc cette part inatteignable du visage qui pourrait faire  

concéder l’art du portrait et la chirurgie de la face réunis dans l’objectif commun de restaurer les 

faces écorchées par la mitraille ? Qu’advient-il de l’être qui a perdu son visage ? Sa réparation est-

elle seulement possible ?   

 

The masks’ workshop: When sculpture becomes therapeutic 

 

‘To me, the face of a stranger in a crowd is a marvel, a mystery.  Once, at the museum, I paid 

attention to all these faces and all of a sudden I became conscious that they have something 

extraordinarily alive and unfathomable, something so very different from what we can find in works 

of art that the latter suddenly seemed frozen, dead. A form of despair took hold of me, for I thought: 

no one has ever been able to capture the wonder of the face and of the life they reflect.’  

                                                                                                                                               Alberto Giacometti.  

 

In the spring of 1918, the American artist Anna Coleman Ladd and her French colleague Jane 

Poupelet opened a workshop rue Notre-Dame-des-Champs, in Paris. There, they put their art at the 

service of the Gueules Cassées of the Great War. In their Studio for Portrait Masks, supported by the 

American Red Cross, the two artists made prosthetics for use in military hospitals; these artefacts 

were metal replicas of missing parts of the face, which disfigured servicemen could wear like a mask 

covering their injured face. This unusual partnership between art and medicine triggered a lot of 

interest. But as Giacometti points out, is it ever possible to capture the wonder of a face and to 

recreate it in a mask or through transplantation? Giacometti’s observation, when applied to the 

situation of First World War Gueules Cassées, suggests that the prosthetics that concealed their 

damaged faces could hardly be more than frozen and dead fragments, unable to blend in, to move 

and follow the face’s expressions. Their immobility was striking. What, then, is this unreachable 

essence of the face that escapes both surgical and artistic attempts? What happens to the soldier 

who has lost his face? Is any form of repair even possible? 

 

Emmanuelle Raingeval, Doctorante en Arts, Philosophie et Esthétique sous la direction de Lorenzo 

Vinciguerra et Androula Michael à l’UPJV d’Amiens.   

Sujet de thèse : Art + médecine : quand l’art contemporain met en œuvre la science. 

 



Rossella Maria Bondi 

 

Giorgio de Chirico and Alberto Savinio: the aesthetic of the faceless man during World War I 

 

In 1914 the famous Italian painter Giorgio de Chirico and his brother, the writer, musician, 

playwright and painter Alberto Savinio (his real name was Andrea de Chirico), were both in Paris 

attracted by the innovative atmosphere of the French capital and by the development of the Avant-

Garde movements. In 1915 they returned to Italy for the outbreak of the Great War to enlist in the 

Italian army. However de Chirico was never accepted in the army for health reasons. During the 

conflict he remained in the city of Ferrara where he elaborated the aesthetics of metaphysics. 

Savinio instead was sent to the Eastern Front as an officer until the end of the war. Unlike his 

brother, Savinio then experienced war in its reality: the destruction, the mutilation of the wounded 

and the presence of dead bodies. And yet, Giorgio de Chirico, influenced by his brother, adopted 

since 1915 in his paintings a disturbing character, the faceless man, that anticipated the state of 

mutilation from the war. 

 

The objective of this proposal is to show how Savinio’s and de Chirico’s iconography of the faceless 

man embodies the anguish and the absurdity of war through the close analysis of Savinio’s literary 

works Chants de la Mi-Mort (1914) and Hermaphrodito (1916-1918) and de Chirico’s paintings Le 

duo, Le Vaticinateur in 1915 and Hector et Andromaque in 1917. We will also show how de Chirico’s 

mannequins are derived from Savinio’s characters: “the bald man”, “the target men” and “the 

wrought iron men”. By focussing on the staging of these controversial characters, we will assess the 

symbolism of the faceless man in art and literature at the beginning and during the First World War. 

 

Rossella Maria Bondi has just passed her PhD in Comparative Literature at Oxford Brookes University 

in November 2014 with a thesis entitled “In Search of the New Man: Alberto Savinio and the Avant-

Garde in Paris (1911-1937)”. In 2015 she will give a paper on “The modern myth: Savinio and the 

Surrealism” for University of Cardiff. She is currently preparing two academic articles on Futurism, 

Apollinaire, Savinio and the beginning of 20th century Avant-Garde. 

 

 

Nicola Baird  

 

‘Let the atrocious images haunt us’ :  Artistic Representations of and Responses to the Disfigured 

Faces of the Great War 

 

While more traditional studies have neglected the field of medicine in their analysis, my paper takes 

the surgical developments of the First World War period, in plastic and reconstructive surgery, as 

key to understanding the concerns of contemporary literary and artistic production. Whilst Henry 

Tonks’ portraits of facially wounded servicemen have not received much attention, a small number 

of essays have been published in addition to Joseph Hone’s discussion of the pastels in his biography 

of the artist.  My work on Tonks might be considered alongside other recent projects on this topic, 

namely Emma Chambers’ ‘Fragmented Identities: Reading Subjectivity in Henry Tonks’ Surgical 

Portraits’, 2009, Suzannah Biernoff’s ‘Flesh poems: Henry Tonks and the Art of Surgery’, 2010 and 

Tom Lubbock’s ‘Doing Damage’, 1999. Unlike these publications, however, my paper will not focus 



solely on Tonks as I address the wider context in which the art of facial disfigurement might be 

discussed.  

In my first subsection, ‘Masking Facial Injury’ I will consider Francis Derwent Wood and Anna 

Coleman Ladd’s tin masks, bespoke creations designed to conceal the wearer’s shattered visage and 

to reproduce, as far as possible, his pre-war appearance. I will discuss the significance of these masks 

in both masking and marking horror, their efficacy and their limitations. I will also assess their impact 

upon the difficulty of a face-to-face exchange of looks.  Secondly I will examine Tonks’s ‘remarkable’ 

series of pastels. It is often the case that Tonks drew his subjects before and after surgery, 

documenting the repair of war’s ravaged faces. The impact of plastic and reconstructive surgery is 

also something that I will discuss in relation to Otto Dix and Max Beckmann’s representations of 

facial deformity. Much has been written on Dix and Beckmann’s war art, however, there has been 

little enquiry into the art of facial disfigurement within these two artists’ oeuvres. In this, my third 

subsection, I will also engage with the literary and artistic productions of Dada- namely Tristan 

Tzara’s 1921 play, The Gas Heart and Marcel Janco’s ‘terrifying’ masks, ‘most of them daubed with 

bloody red ’ worn in Dadaist performances at Zürich’s Cabaret Voltaire . I will consider Dadaist 

distortions of the face in relation to the ‘paralysing background of events’ taking place on the 

western front. Dada, I will argue, is clearly preoccupied by issues of defacement and disfigurement 

as a result of war injury. 

 

Nicola Baird has postgraduate degrees from Queen Mary and Birkbeck College in Modernist English 

Literature and History of Art. She is currently working for Christie’s, and as a researcher at the Ben 

Uri Art Gallery and the New Walk Museum and Art Gallery, Leicester. 

 

 

Monika Keska 

 

Deformity and Facial Disfigurement in Francis Bacon’s Portraiture 

 

My paper focuses on Francis Bacon’s response to facial disfigurement, based on an analysis of the 

source material found in his studio and personal library. Bacon rarely painted from life and preferred 

to employ photographs and a wide range of visual material instead of sitters. The floor of his London 

studio was littered with photographs, journals and illustrations removed from books and magazines. 

The photographs of his models and of the artist himself functioned as a trigger of ideas and images, 

provided a starting point for experimentation and distortion in his portraiture. The faces of Bacon’s 

sitters merge with the visual material from his studio that often represented facial deformities. 

   In this paper I will study Bacon’s source material related to disfigurement, including medical 

manuals of plastic surgery, dermatology, and war photography documenting injured soldiers and 

civilian victims of both world wars and contemporary African conflicts. Most of these books were 

profusely illustrated, often with graphic photographs of facial and bodily disfigurement. The sources 

I will employ in this paper include Eighteen Fourteen (1965) The People's Verdict (the Krasnodar and 

Kharkov German Atrocity Trials, 1944), and The True Aspects of the Algerian Rebellion (1957). I will 

give special attention to the last book, as it features mainly photographic material that documents 

facial injuries and mutilations. Bacon’s copy of the book reveals numerous pigment accretions and 

torn pages that suggest its relevance in his creative process. The purpose if this paper is to establish 

connections between facial disfigurement and the deformation in Bacon’s portraiture, from mid 



1950s till 1970s. I will study Bacon’s reading of disfigurement as the artist’s reflection on 

contemporary historical events and human condition in the 20th century. I will base my research on 

recent findings from Francis Bacon’s library and studio preserved in the Hugh Lane Gallery in Dublin. 

 

Monika Keska holds a PhD in History of Art from the University of Granada. In 2011-12 she worked in 

the Hugh Lane Gallery as researcher and cataloguer for the ‘Bacon’s Books’ project and continued 

with her research in King’s College London with a postdoctoral mobility grant. Monika currently 

works in the University of Granada. 

 

 

Paul Rousseau 

 

Francis Bacon & The Visages of War 

 

The fractured faces in the portrait style of the artist Francis Bacon after 1958 show distinct 

intimations of deformation and disfigurement, yet no formal material link has been established to 

images of facial injury printed in published material. This is all the more surprising considering 

Bacon’s working practice of using printed material as a jumping off point to a new work, and a near 

industry of Bacon scholars which has grown up around the investigation of his source material, 

specifically that found in the detritus of his studio. 

 

I would like to present new research that suggests a definite link exists between Bacon’s portrait, 

face and head style post 1958 and a series of images of facial disfigurement in German soldiers from 

WW1, first published in the book Krieg dem Kriege in 1923.  

 

I would explain how I discovered the book and what that suggests about its provenance in 

connection to Bacon. I’d present research that locates specific source material in his studio and its 

link to the 1923 book, and look at the problems with this attribution. I’d touch on the history of the 

book and an early opportunity Bacon had to see it, as well as the significance of the post 1958 date 

of his style of painted faces. I would explore in detail some specific examples of similarity using slides 

of visual comparisons with Bacon paintings. Then I’d offer an interpretation of the psychosexual 

influence these images might have had on Bacon, and postulate his reactions through a “gay-

reading” of the soldiers faces in the context of mid 20th century attitudes to homosexuality. Finally I 

would refer to a specific case that reflects the wider cultural impact Bacon’s facial iconography has 

had on the presentation of facial disfigurement in modern film, ironically one that refers straight 

back to the actual facial disfigurement seen in WW1 soldiers. 

 

Paul Rousseau works at The John Deakin Archive since 2007, as collection manager and lately as R&D 

director. In April 2014 he was research assistant to Robin Muir on a book and exhibition at The 

Photographers Gallery London titled Under the Influence: John Deakin, Photography and the Lure of 

Soho. His research into a suggested Deakin photograph of Francis Bacon in drag was covered in The 

Guardian, Le Monde and LA Times in June 2014. 

 

 

 



K.J.Shepherdson 

 

Picturing Aftermath  - a visual response to the broken faces of the First World War  

 

This illustrated artist paper seeks to provide insight into contemporary creative practice-based 

research, exploring themes of human ruin, (re)membering and remembrance. In doing so, the 

research specifically examines and contextualises the photographic series Aftermath (Shepherdson, 

2014) which was commissioned to commemorate the centenary of the First World War’s start. 

Aftermath in reappropriating the found images of Ernst Friedrich’s 1924 Krieg dem Kriege examines 

‘ruination’ relating to the human form, a form all too vulnerable to mechanical warfare. In addition 

the paper will discuss how physical vulnerabilities might be translated forcefully, yet simultaneously 

tenderly, through images of the damaged human face.  

The presentation will demonstrate Aftermath’s use of the esoteric photographic technique of 

emulsion lifting, whereby the photographic emulsion - similar to that of a fine layer of skin -  is lifted 

away, re-echoing the fragility of the face and the utter devastation at its loss. As Sally Minogue 

comments “The damaged face was one of the most difficult disfigurements for a surviving 

combatant to bear because of the public response of disgust and rejection, as well as the sufferer’s 

own deep loss of confidence and sense of identity. In facing Shepherdson’s photographs we take on 

a responsibility to face up to what modern warfare means” (2014:23). 

A characteristic of emulsion lifts are tears and creases which subsequently require slow, gentle 

teasing and stroking out by hand using soft natural bristle brushes. This act of stroking and easing 

the face back into shape is of course in sharp distinction to the moment of facial destruction. The 

specificity of this process also limits scale and thus distils each work into a unique artefact with 

consequent ‘flaws’ accepted and welcomed. In considering photography’s potential to connote 

human fragility and ruin, the paper will draw upon the salient writings of Derrida, Sontag and Berger. 

Minogue, S. and Palmer, A. (2014) Remembering, We Forget: Poets, Artists and the First World War, 

Exhibition Catalogue, SCG. 

 

Dr Karen Shepherdson is principal lecturer in photography at Canterbury Christ Church University, 

UK and Director of both SEAS Photography (South East Archive of Seaside Photography) and the Old 

Lookout Gallery in Broadstairs, Kent. Visual catalyst for Karen’s work resides in her environment; in 

memory; (re)membering and remembrance. Her photographic work has been exhibited in the UK, 

Scandinavia and North America. In addition to her visual practice, she has published a number of 

articles and co-edited the four- volume Routledge collection on Film Theory. 

 

 

Patricia Skinner 

 

Taking the Long View on Disfigurement 

 

Working on a project that explores the representation of acquired facial disfigurement in early 

medieval Europe, I am struck by the sheer number of instances recorded in the medieval evidence. 

The disruption of the facial features - by far the most visible of sites - resonates with observers; it is 

threatened as a corporal punishment in legal traditions from Europe to India (where it has been 

cited as the reason for that subcontinent's precocious textual tradition of reconstructive surgery); it 



features in folkloric tales, often as a warning against transgressive behaviour. It is also, I will argue, 

highly gendered. But almost all of this evidence comes from the pens of those observing or 

imagining facial disfigurement: like many apparently marginal groups in medieval history, the voices 

of the disfigured themselves are very seldom heard. Yet the patient acceptance of disfigurement is 

also held up in medieval religious texts as a sign of sanctity or humility before God. My paper will 

explore this ambivalence surrounding disfigurement, drawing on comparative material up to the 

18th century, and try to draw out some themes that I believe represent a continuity in the history of 

the disfigured over centuries. 

 

Patricia Skinner is Reader in Medieval History at the University of Winchester, where she is 

completing a Wellcome Trust-funded project on medieval disfigurement. Her book, Living with 

Disfigurement in Medieval Europe, will be published by Palgrave Macmillan (US) in 2016. 

 

 

Michelle Webb 

 

‘I did perfectly make him whole’: Facial Damage, Surgery and Objectification in England, c.1500 – 

1700 

 

When the sixteenth-century surgeon William Clowes wrote a case history relating to his treatment of 

Robert Clare he detailed the terrible damage done to this patient by the pox. It had caused, ‘in divers 

places of his face corrosive, virulent and malignant ulcers with corruption of the bones’. In referring 

to ‘his face’, and later to ‘his nose’, Clowes demonstrated a notable lack of objectification, shared by 

many of the early modern medical practitioners who treated diseased and injured faces. Clowes 

concluded his account of the treatment of Robert Clare’s face by proudly stating: ‘I did perfectly 

make him whole and so continued to his dying day’. He did not state that he had saved his patient’s 

nose or even his face; he had, instead, made him ‘whole’, thereby restoring his previous identity. 

This paper will detail how, rather than referring to de-personified facial features or areas of damage, 

sixteenth- and seventeenth-century physicians, surgeons, and empirical healers habitually used 

personal pronouns and other forms of language that demonstrated a reluctance or inability to 

consider the damaged face in isolation. It will demonstrate that there is evidence that early modern 

medical practitioners viewed the face as being synonymous with identity. It will also provide an 

account of how the overriding concern when treating patient’s faces was the preservation or 

restoration of appearance. References to impairment of facial function, including speech and the 

ability to eat, are notably absent from case histories and other accounts of treatment. Such was the 

importance of facial appearance that practitioners were even prepared to attempt to divert 

smallpox from the face to the feet, potentially sacrificing their patients’ mobility for the chance of an 

unblemished face. 

 

Michelle Webb is currently in the second year of an AHRC funded PhD in Medical History at the 

University of Exeter, researching facial disfigurement in sixteenth and seventeenth century England. 

She completed an MA in Early Modern History in 2012 and a BA in History in 1987. 

 

 

 



Céline Cherici 

 

Alexis Carrel (1873-1944) et la Grande Guerre 

 

Dans les premières années du XXe siècle, Alexis Carrel débute une carrière aussi riche que 

controversée. En poste au sein de l'institut Rockefeller, il réalise en 1908 la première auto-

transplantation rénale animale, puis reproduit cet exploit avec la plupart des organes (cœur, 

thyroïde), devenant ainsi un pionnier de la transplantation. Des problèmes immunologiques 

l'empêcheront de passer au stade humain. En 1912, il obtient le prix Nobel de physiologie et de 

médecine pour récompenser ses travaux sur la suture vasculaire et la transplantation de cellules 

sanguines et d'organes avant d'orienter ses travaux vers la culture tissulaire. En 1914, il rentre en 

France, où, avec le chimiste anglais Henry Drasdale Dakin, il développe une méthode de traitement 

et de désinfection des blessures de guerre. Entre 1912 et 1936, il ouvre ainsi la voie à de nombreux 

thèmes de recherches tels que: 

• La prise en charge d'urgence des blessés 

• La désinfection 

• La conservation d'organes vivants à des fins de transplantation. 

• L'étude de l'activité cellulaire  

• L'étude des mécanismes du vivant.  

• L’invention avec Lindbergh d’un coeur artificiel 

 Pour l'ensemble de ses découvertes, il est décoré de la légion d'honneur et est nommé membre de 

nombreuses académies scientifiques. On peut considérer qu’il représente une des étapes majeure 

de l’avènement de l'ingénierie du vivant. 

 

In  the  early  years  of  the  twentieth  century,  Alexis Carrel  began  a  career  as  rich  as  it  was  

controversial. In 1908, while stationed at the Rockefeller Institute, he carried out the first animal  

kidney autotransplant and subsequently repeated the feat with most organs (including the heart and  

the thyroid), becoming a pioneer in transplantation. Immunological problems prevented him from  

applying the technique in humans. In 1912, he won the Nobel Prize in Physiology and Medicine in  

recognition of his work on vascular suture and the transplantation of blood cells and organs before  

orienting his work towards tissue culture. In 1914, he returned to France, where, with the British  

chemist Henry Dakin Drasdale, he developed a method of treatment and disinfection of war wounds.  

Between 1912 and 1936, Carrel’s work opens the door to many research topics including: 

• Emergency care of the wounded   

• Disinfection  

• Conservation of living organs for transplantation 

• The study of cellular activity  

• The study of living mechanisms.  

• The invention (with Lindbergh) of an artificial heart  

 

For the totality of his discoveries, he was awarded the Legion of Honor and was appointed member  

of many scientific academies. Carrel’s work may be considered to represent one of the major steps  

towards bioengineering. 

 



Céline Cherici, Maître de conférence en histoire et philosophie des sciences au sein de l’UPJV, 

appartenance au laboratoire CHSSC. 

 

 

Bernard Devauchelle 

 

La chirurgie nouvelle (or the birth of cosmetic surgery) 

 

In 2005 Bernard Devauchelle, Institut Faire Faces, at the head of a team of surgeons at the University 

of Amiens, carried out the world’s first partial face transplant. The operation heralded a watershed 

moment in the history of medicine, and radically transformed the prospects of patients suffering 

from severe trauma, burns, disease, or birth defects affecting the face. Prof Devauchelle reflects on 

the history and evolution of maxillofacial surgery, from La Chirurgie nouvelle to the era of the face 

transplant. 

 

Bernard Devauchelle is head of Maxillofacial Surgery at Amiens University hospital and President of 

the Institut Faire Faces (Université de Picardie Jules Verne). He is a member of numerous scientific 

institutions and an associate member of the French National Academy of Surgery, as well as being on 

the editorial committee of several international publications.  

 

 

Jean-Claude Dupont  

 

Les blessures de la tête et la Grande Guerre 

 

Les plaies crâniennes et cranio-cérébrales occupent une place importante parmi les blessures de la 

Grande Guerre et une part très significative des morts au combat. Les traumatismes cranio-

cérébraux font le lien entre la chirurgie crânienne et neurochirurgie, dont la Grande Guerre vit 

l’émergence en même temps que celle de la chirurgie reconstructrice de la face, amorçant ainsi 

toute la chirurgie de l’extrémité céphalique. La guerre rendit possible des innovations des doctrines 

et des techniques concernant les méthodes de diagnostic, le déroulement des interventions et les 

tactiques opératoires, ainsi que les méthodes thérapeutiques de réparation des plaies crâniennes et 

cranio-cérébrales, innovations dont certaines seront utilisées ultérieurement. Elle a aussi 

considérablement contribué à la normalisation des pratiques. Ce sont quelques-unes de ces données 

que nous voulons rappeler, en insistant ici sur l’apport particulier de la radiologie. 

Par ailleurs, selon le neurologue Pierre Marie, les blessures cranio-cérébrales et les lésions 

balistiques sont des pathologies nouvelles qui ont permis de faire progresser la neurologie, en 

donnant accès à des régions cérébrales encore inexplorées. La Grande Guerre devient ainsi un 

champ d’expérimentation médicale, qui aboutit selon lui une sorte de réinvention de l’anatomie 

cérébrale, où là encore la place de la radiologie semble inestimable. Nous tenterons de vérifier cette 

affirmation, et peut-être de la relativiser, de manière à mieux cerner la place de la Grande Guerre 

dans l’histoire de la neurologie. 



Cette étude des blessures de la tête s’appuiera principalement sur les sources médicales françaises 

et britanniques : articles scientifiques et communications aux sociétés savantes, rapports des centres 

neurologique militaires, recueils d’articles, ouvrages d’ensemble et manuels. 

 

Head injuries and the First World War 

 

During the Great War, cranial and craniocerebral wounds were frequent and they accounted for a 

significant number of deaths on the battlefield. Craniocerebral trauma is at the intersection of 

cranial and neuro-surgery these two specialities emerged during the war alongside facial surgery, in 

response to injuries affecting the cephalic region of the body. It is this conflict that made such 

advances possible. It led to doctrinal and technical innovations in a range of areas such as diagnostic 

methods, surgical procedures and therapeutic approaches to the reparation of cranial and 

craniocerebral wounds. The advances made during the war contributed to a normalisation of 

practices and some of these innovations continued to be used long after the conflict itself had 

ended. 

This paper gives an overview of these evolutions, with special emphasis on the role of radiography. 

According to neurologist Pierre Marie, carniocerebral injuries and bullet wounds were new 

pathologies that gave access to little explored brain zones, thereby enabling new discoveries in the 

field of neurology. The Great War was thus a period of medical experimentation that led, according 

to Marie, to a re-invention of cerebral anatomy. This paper explores the key role apparently played 

by radiography in this process and discusses its importance in order to better understand the place 

of the Great War in the history of neurology. This study of head injuries draws upon French and 

British medical sources, including scientific publications, papers given at learned societies’ meetings, 

reports from military neurology centres and textbooks.  

 

Professeur des Universités, Centre d'histoire des sciences, des sociétés et des conflits (CHSSC-EA 

4289) Département de philosophie, Université de Picardie Jules Verne, UFR de sciences humaines et 

sociales et philosophie. 

www.upicardie.fr/jsp/fiche_annuaire.jsp?STNAV=CHS&RUBNAV=&CODE=09855276&LANGUE=0  

 

 

Andrew Brown 

 

From Gillies to Guinea Pigs – the establishment of British maxillofacial units in World War II and one 

remarkable, enduring legacy. 

 

The pioneering collaboration between Harold Gillies and William Kelsey Fry during and after World 

War I established the concept of a plastic surgeon and a dental surgeon working together to treat 

the severely facially injured. In 1935 the British Army Council appointed an advisory committee to 

plan the facilities that would be required for the treatment of maxillofacial injuries in the event of a 

future war in Europe. Not surprisingly the model that had been so successful under Gillies and Kelsey 

Fry was recommended as a template and, as a result, dedicated maxillofacial units were set up at the 

onset of hostilities in 1939. One of these units at the Queen Victoria Hospital, East Grinstead rose to 

prominence as a result of the work of Archibald McIndoe, one of Gillies’ disciples, who treated many 

of the fighter pilots disfigured by facial burns in the so-called Battle of Britain in 1940. Many required 

http://www.upicardie.fr/jsp/fiche_annuaire.jsp?STNAV=CHS&RUBNAV=&CODE=09855276&LANGUE=0


multiple surgical procedures to restore appearance and function. As a result they formed an 

association for mutual social and welfare support which they named the Guinea Pig Club, since they 

joked that the pioneering procedures they underwent were probably experimental! 

This presentation will consider the influence of World War I on the planning of maxillofacial surgery 

services for World War II and will outline the way in which maxillofacial units were subsequently 

established in the UK. The history and work of the Guinea Pig Club will be briefly summarised with 

an emphasis on its importance for the social, psychological and welfare support of its members, 

many of whom were disfigured as a result of their facial burn injuries. The mutual aid association 

they developed shows many similarities with Les Gueules Cassées and can be considered a 

forerunner of several contemporary patient support groups.  

 

Andrew Brown was Consultant Maxillofacial Surgeon at the Queen Victoria Hospital, East Grinstead 

from 1981 – 2008. His main interest was surgery for head and neck cancer and facial and jaw 

reconstruction. He is a Past President of the British Association of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeons. 

 

 

 

Julie Mazaleigue-Labaste 

 

Les cultures médicales face aux Gueules Cassées : place et fonction des croisements entre chirurgie 

et odontologie dans le soin des blessures de la face, à partir du cas d’Albéric Pont 

 

Nous interrogerons la fonction des Gueules Cassées dans la constitution du champ de la chirurgie 

maxillo-faciale en France, à partir d’un point précis : le croisement de deux cultures médicales de la 

réparation, la chirurgie et l’odontologie-stomatologie, dans l’émergence de nouvelles pensées et 

pratiques. Nous nous appuierons sur les archives du Dr Albéric Pont, qui a assuré durant la Grande 

Guerre la direction du centre dédié aux blessures de la face à Lyon, les comptes-rendus mensuels du 

Centre de Lyon, et leur comparaison avec d’autres sources (en particulier du Val-de-Grâce). Trois 

questions seront abordées :  

(1) Le réinvestissement de la culture odontologique dans le soin des blessures de la face : en effet, 

les pratiques d’odontologie et de stomatologie ont trouvé une application immédiate dès les débuts 

de la guerre. Nous souhaitons explorer en détails les raisons et les modalités de ce fait : adaptation 

aux types de blessures, au contexte d’urgence, etc.  

(2) La combinaison de cette culture odontologique avec une culture chirurgicale, et ses raisons : 

limites des pratiques odonto-stomatologiques face à certaines blessures, nécessité d’adjoindre au 

travail de reconstruction mécanique (appareillages et prothèses) des pratiques de reconstruction 

chirurgicale et de greffe en raison de la gravité des atteintes.  

(3) Les conséquences de ce croisement de ces deux cultures dans la constitution du champ de la 

chirurgie maxillo-faciale. Il s’agit alors d’identifier les innovations issues du traitement des Gueules 

Cassées. Dans ce cadre, nous remettrons en perspective l’échec de Pont à renouveler ses pratiques 

après-guerre. Son cas semble en effet exemplaire d’un point : la trop grande place, chez certains 

médecins, de la culture odontologique, a été un obstacle au développement d’une pratique de 

chirurgie maxillo-faciale. C’est donc la culture chirurgicale qui semble avoir été déterminante pour 

l’histoire de la chirurgie maxillo-faciale en dépit des apports de l’odontologie-stomatologie.   

 



Julie Mazaleigue-Labaste est philosophe, épistémologue et historienne des sciences, actuellement 

chercheuse post-doctorante au Centre d’Histoire des Sociétés, des Sciences et des Conflits et à 

l’Institut Faire Face. Ses travaux portent sur la philosophie et l’histoire de la médecine, de la 

médecine mentale et des sciences humaines.  

 

In this paper we will analyse the role of the Gueules cassées in the constitution of the field of 

maxillofacial surgery in France, from a specific point of view: the intersection of two medical cultures 

of repair, namely surgery and odontology / stomatology, in the emergence of new thoughts and 

practices. I shall refer to the archives of Dr Albéric Pont, who served as director of the centre for 

facial wounds in Lyon during the Great War and, equally, to monthly reports of the centre of Lyon, 

alongside other sources (especially those of Val-de-Grâce).  

 

Three questions will be addressed: 

 

(1) The reinvestment of dental culture in the treatment of injuries of the face: in fact, the practice of 

dentistry and stomatology found immediate application from the beginning of the war. We wish to 

explore in detail the reasons and the terms of this application: the adaptation of techniques to the 

types of injuries seen in the context of war-time emergency etc. 

 

(2) The combination of this culture with dental surgical culture, and the reasons for such a 

combination: the limits of dental practices when faced with certain injuries; the necessity of adding 

to the work of mechanical reconstruction (devices and prostheses) surgical reconstructive practices 

and techniques of transplantation due to the severity of injuries. 

 

(3) The consequences of the intersection of these two cultures in the constitution of the field of 

maxillofacial surgery. We shall attempt to identify innovations resulting from the treatment of the 

Gueules cassées and contextualise Pont's failure to renew his practices after the war. His case seems 

to illustrate a particular point: the excessive emphasis among some doctors upon dental culture was 

an obstacle to the development of the practice of maxillofacial surgery. It is therefore the surgical 

culture of the time that seems to have been decisive in the history of maxillofacial surgery despite 

the contributions of odontology-stomatology. 

 

Julie Mazaleigue-Labaste is a postdoctoral researcher at the Centre d’Histoire des Sociétés, des 

Sciences et des Conflits and at the Institut Faire Face. Her work focuses on the philosophy and 

history of medicine, psychiatry and the humanities. 

 

 

Ruth Neave 

 

The Progress of Plastic Surgery; an insight into the archives of BAPRAS  

 

The Archives of BAPRAS (British Association of Plastic, Reconstructive and Aesthetic Surgeons) were 

started in the 1980s by Antony Wallace, and are known as the Antony Wallace Archive.  For the last 

ten years the archives have been overseen and expanded by Honorary Archivist, Brian Morgan 



Plastic surgery goes back to at least 500 BCE, but the modern discipline as we know it has its origins 

in the First World War, and BAPRAS holding begin there. 

The collection contains a significant number of photographs and instruments charting pioneering 

techniques used throughout the 20th Century.  

Photographs 

It holds a number of photographs, some of which depict staff and treatment procedures from the 

First World War, although the majority are of plastic surgery personalities from the 1930s and the 

Second World War. There are some clinical photographs, and a collection of photographs taken by 

Percy Hennell during the Second World War. The latter are of great interest due to the system of 

colour photography used by Hennell which helps to achieve minimal image fading. The archives are 

also home to a 16mm cine film from the 1930s onwards which contains footage of several operative 

procedures, which has now been digitised and is being assessed for access. 

Instruments: 

BAPRAS has a collection of plastic surgery instruments, including a variety of grafting knives. Some 

instruments carry famous surgeons' initials, while others display various developmental designs. 

Notably, BAPRAS owns a set of instruments that once belonged to the German surgeon Professor 

Jacques Joseph, who was the pioneer of cosmetic Rhinoplasty. 

This talk will outline the extent of the archives, highlighting some of the significant images of the 

faces captured and the instruments used in the WWI which are held in the collection, alongside the 

personalities that built plastic surgery as a speciality. 

 

Ruth Neave has been a museum curator for over 20 years specialising in collections management. 

She has worked for the St Andrews Preservation Trust, University of Dundee, The McManus: 

Dundee’s Art Gallery and Museum and the National Trust before joining Royal College of Surgeons as 

Collections Officer for BAPRAS in November 2014. 

 

 

 

David Houston Jones 

 

Facial repair: from the Medical Archive to contemporary artistic practice 

 

This paper considers the ‘return’ of a number of visual artists to the subject of the gueules cassées in 

the centenary years of the First World War. Such a return, I suggest, is symptomatic of the ways in 

which the medical gaze has come to inflect the artistic sphere and, equally, of the contemporary 

preoccupation with the archive. In particular, Paddy Hartley’s work interacts closely with the archival 

traces of Harold Gillies’s surgical practice, and this archival dynamic is strongly felt in work 

undertaken for Project Façade and 1914FACES2014. While part of this engagement concerns the life-

stories of facially injured soldiers, and the ways in which their documentation may be extended, 

complemented and challenged through art, another part is bound up with the wider, more insidious 

cultural presence of the archive. The nature of the intervention made by the artists in question is 

determined by the practices which they associate with their historical and practical enquiry: in 

Hartley’s case embroidery and uniform sculpture; in Eric Manigaud drawing; and in the case of Kader 

Attia, sculpture and juxtaposition of mixed media.  



Attia’s The Repair from Occident to Extra-Occidental Cultures (2012) and Continuum of Repair: the 

Light of Jacob’s Ladder (2013-14) are considered for their foregrounding of the gesture of repair in a 

context which both heightens and resists it. Attia provocatively juxtaposes documentation of facial 

repair (including archival photographs) with the idea of the continuum, and further contextualises 

this work through the creation of archival spaces within the installation, principally book-filled 

frameworks which recall the cabinet of curiosities. This ambivalent gesture towards the archive is 

contrasted with the embedding, in Hartley, of archival research within artistic practice, as part of a 

thorough assessment of contemporary art’s engagement with facial injury and reconstructive 

surgery. 

 

David Houston Jones is Associate Professor of French Literature and Visual Culture at the University 

of Exeter. His publications include The Body Abject,2000, a critical edition of François Tanazaq’s La 

Suprême Abjection de la Passion du Christ. 2001, Jean Genet, Journal du voleur, 2004, and Samuel 

Beckett and Testimony, 2011. Since 2013 he has been principal investigator of the UK team on the 

EU INTERREG IV-funded research project 1914FACES2014 on the cultural legacy of the facially 

injured soldiers of the First World War. He is currently working on installation art, visual archives and 

the face. 

 

 

Paddy Hartley 

 

Patchwork narratives and the archive: a visual interpretation of the life of Walter Yeo 

 

This paper reflects on the ways in which artistic practice can relate to the archive, and on the role of 

the artist as researcher.  The origins of Project Façade lie in facial surgery both as a matter of archival 

record and as a practice, and in particular in the author’s collaboration with Dr Ian Thompson. The 

collaboration involved the artist as a witness to facial surgery at Guy’s hospital, and subsequently led 

to collaborative production of Bioglass imprints. The author’s consultation of the Gillies archives, 

meanwhile, led to a series of works on the facially injured soldiers of the First World War. Those 

archives, now housed at the Royal College of Surgeons of England, bring together the medical 

records of many of the men on whom Gillies operated, and constitute a vital resource in 

understanding the medical history of the period and so bring about a virtual dialogue between the 

medical records and the visual responses to the facial injuries of WWI. This paper considers the life-

story of Walter Yeo as a vector of this practice, and examines the trajectory of the author’s work 

from Project Façade to 1914FACES2014. 

 

Paddy Hartley is a graduate of the University of Wales Institute Cardiff with a BA Hons and Master’s 

Degree in Sculpture and Ceramics. Paddy’s work has been exhibited and published widely and 

displayed in the permanent collections of a number of museums in the UK and USA including the 

Wellcome Collection and the Museum of Arts and Design New York in addition to presenting at The 

Victoria & Albert Museum and Science Museum London, amongst others.  

‘Of Faces and Facades’ was published by Black Dog publishing in February 2015. The book presents 

Paddy Hartley’s work as it is reflected in Project Façade, 1914FACES2014 and his Surgical Sculptures 

and Face Corsets with texts by David Houston Jones and Marjorie Gehrhardt. 

 



James Partridge 

 

Facial disfigurement and fairness: a journey… from Sidcup to today 

 

James Partridge is Founder and chief Executive of Changing Faces, the leading UK charity supporting 

and representing people with disfigurements, which is now a £ 1.5m organisation with a 30-strong 

staff team. Before setting up Changing Faces in 1992, James worked as a health economist in public 

health in the NHS in the ‘70s, establishes a dairy farming business, and taught  A level economics in 

Guernsey in the ‘80s. As well as directing changing Faces, James has served on many committees and 

panels bringing disability, human rights, user, consumer and lay perspectives to bear on a range of 

subjects. He is also founding partner of Dining with a Difference, which aims to challenge and change 

the way chief executives/directors of private and public organisations address disability as a strategic 

business issue. Dining has made a major impact on the thinking of organisations such as Royal mail, 

Barclays and Jobcentre Plus. 

 

James was appointed an Honorary Fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh in 2005 and 

has Honorary Doctorates from both of the Universities in Bristol, his birthplace. He was the winner 

of Britain’s most admired Charity Chief Executive for 2010 and the Beacon Prize for Leadership, also 

in 2010. 

 

 

Jason Bate  

 

At the cusp of medical research: surgical societies, facial injuries, and the role of photography in 

exchanging, debating, and disseminating methods and ideas during the First World War  

 

 

This paper examines how photography was used for scientific education within the dental and 

surgical communities treating facial injuries during the First World War. The analysis of this paper 

constitutes an ethnographic encounter with the archive in an attempt to understand what the 

photographs did within a historical dynamic. In an attempt to determine the specific role played by 

photographs in shaping networks of knowledge and inter-relationships between medical societies, 

the paper will examine how photographs were used by groups of surgeons at meetings, lectures and 

in medical journals to communicate facts about facial injuries to the wider surgical profession. 

Within the context of surgical lectures and meetings at the Royal Society of Medicine and Royal 

College of Surgeons held by the British Dental and Medical Associations between 1914 and 1918, 

and at Inter-Allied Conferences and Dental Congress meetings between 1916 and 1918, photographs 

increasingly played a part in framing interaction between groups of surgeons, including Franco-

British exchanges. This paper argues that photographs enabled facial injuries to be identified and 

evaluated accurately by allowing the speakers to think about their practice and methods of 

treatment, and courses of action could then be critiqued within the group. I argue that photographs 

became integral in the shaping of medical thinking and the dissemination of information on facial 

surgery during the First World War. As a result of a shift in attitude towards photography as a 

reliable visual method of analysis, photographs facilitated exchanges between groups of surgeons 



and functioned as a conduit through which surgeons could come together and bridge their 

knowledge and skills. 

 

Jason is a part-time lecturer in photography and an independent researcher. In April, he submitted 

his PhD thesis at Falmouth University under the rules and regulations of the University of the Arts, 

London, and recently passed his viva with minor amendments.  

 

 

 

Beatriz Pichel 

 

Portraying the Gueules Cassées: Photography and the Making of Disfigurement (1914-1932) 

 

The photographic archive of the gueules cassées preserved at the Parisian hospital Val de Grâce is 

one of the most known visual archives of facial disfigurement provoked by the war in France. The 

series of frontal and profile photographs that documented the different stages of the facial injuries 

and reconstructive surgeries experienced by French soldiers have become iconic. However, these 

portraits were not only examined in the medical context, as some of these pictures became public in 

the interwar years with propagandistic or pacifist objectives. Likewise, these patients were not only 

portrayed by medical authorities. Their photographs can also be found in other private and domestic 

sources, such as the albums made by French sanitary workers who became amateur photographers 

during the war and the journal Sourire Quand Meme. 

This paper will examine all these different uses in order to determine the ways in which photography 

served to shape the social, cultural and medical meaning of disfigurement during and after the war. 

In particular, it will focus on how photographic portraits constructed disfigurement as the opposite 

of expression. The analysis of the dynamic between these two terms that belonged to both the 

medical and cultural discourses will show that photographs became an essential instrument in the 

understanding of disfigurement precisely because of its ability to travel between different fields. 

 

Beatriz Pichel is Wellcome Trust Research Fellow at the PHRC, de Montfort University, Leicester. 

Pichel holds a PhD in History and Philosophy of Science awarded in 2012 at the Universidad 

Autonoma de Madrid, Spain. Her main research interests are the history of photography, the history 

of emotions and the medical humanities. 

 

 

Ulrike Zitzlsperger 

  

Losing Faces – Gaining Perspectives in 1920s Germany  

 

In 1924 Ernst Friedrich published his pamphlet War against War, presenting, in way of conclusion, 

veterans with faces often destroyed beyond recognition. A nation that had lost face made those 

soldiers who had suffered this fate themselves an integral part of contemporary culture. At the same 

time photography was pre-occupied with the human body and its manipulation; and the onlookers’ 

gaze was trained to engage with the Republic’s carefully designed surface culture.  



This contribution argues that the loss of both, face and faces, formed part of a cultural shift that was 

obsessed with body-parts, montage and mechanics in an attempt to reassemble a cultural 

perspective. At the heart of this process are ‘Ways of Seeing’ – usually based on habit and 

convention (John Berger) the unheard of scale in particular of facial disfigurement in the course of 

World War One enforced a creative re-configuration that appears both, new and unique. 

 

Ulrike Zitzlsperger's is associate professor at the University of Exeter. Her main research interest 

concentrates on the culture and literature of twentieth-century Berlin with a particular focus on the 

1920s and 1990s. Aspects explored include the role of city myths, literary and autobiographical 

perceptions of the city, film and photography reflecting public spaces in periods of transition, 

topographical shifts within the cityscape and the interface between architecture, town-planning and 

literature. An interdisciplinary conference co-organized in Exeter in 2004 - ‘Aufbrüche zur 

Metropole: Berliner Kultur in den zwanziger Jahren und heute' (Berlin Culture in the 1920s and 

Today) - built upon these interests and resulted in a co-edited volume with a wide range of 

international contributors from various fields of research. 

 

 

Sophie Cremades 

La naissance d’un visage, une identité en marche 

Le patient demandeur d’une greffe de visage est un sujet défiguré. Il subit un handicap fonctionnel 

lourd et vit exclu d’une société qui au fil du temps a exigé des corps et surtout des visages  qu’ils 

disent ce que nous sommes. Au-delà du beau et du laid, ce que le sujet défiguré expérimente dans 

toute sa violence c’est de  vivre en monstre dans une communauté qui ne le reconnait pas comme 

semblable. 

 Dès le réveil de l’intervention, les patients greffés ressentent un soulagement considérable. De 

nouveau, les regards (le leur compris) se posent sur eux. Ce visage est pourtant inerte, déformé par 

l’œdème, insensible. Le patient, par le geste du chirurgien, est réintégré dans la communauté. 

Puis la sensibilité revient, il éprouve ce visage qui de ce fait devient le sien. Enfin, à force de travail,  

il retrouve la motricité et avec elle l’usage de son visage .Nous assistons à la naissance d’un visage. 

L’évolution de celui-ci est parfois jalonnée de complications somatiques qui ne sont pas sans liens 

avec l’expérience  de la défiguration. Les conflits, les abandons, les rancunes trouvent parfois à 

s’exprimer de manière spectaculaire dans ce tissu qui devient alors l’écran sur lequel se trouve 

projetée la relation à l’Autre. Ce que nous savons aujourd’hui, c’est que malgré les apparences, le 

sujet ne se perd pas de vue. Il se reconnait dans toutes les étapes de sa vie. 

Notre identité n’est pas fixée aux limites  visibles de notre corps, elle va bien au-delà, dans 

l’infiniment petit de nos cellules, qui gardent en mémoire  notre identité biologique et notre histoire. 

Elle est aussi dans l’infinité  d’images de nous produites chez ceux que nous rencontrons. Loin d’être 

acquise, l’identité se négocie à chaque instant pour  maintenir un équilibre entre ces deux mondes. 

The effect of the birth of a new face on the patient’s identity 



The patient who is waiting for a face transplant is a disfigured person. He – or she – suffers from 

severe functional disabilities and can be ostracised from a society that has grown to demand that 

bodies, and in particular faces, tell who we are. Beyond questions of beauty and ugliness, disfigured 

people  go through the difficult, even violent, experience of living like ‘monsters’ amongst a society 

who does not recognise them as peers. 

As soon as they wake up from the operation, the patients who have received a face transplant feel 

significantly relieved. The gazes of others, and their own, no longer avoid their face. This face is still 

inert, insensitive and deformed by post-op oedema , yet the patient, thanks to the surgeon, is 

reintegrated into the community. 

Gradually, the face becomes more sensitive and the patient starts to ‘feel’ the face that is in effect 

becoming his or hers. Facial mobility is eventually regained through hard work and with this mobility 

comes the possibility for the patient to use his or her face again. This is the birth of a new face, 

whose evolution is sometimes made more complex by somatic issues caused by the experience of 

disfigurement. Conflicts, feelings of abandonment and rancour can find themselves displayed quite 

spectacularly in the facial tissue; the latter is like a screen on which one’s relationships to others are 

reflected. But what we know today is that the subject never loses sight of who he or she is. The 

patients recognise themselves throughout the various stages of their lives. 

Our identity is not limited to the visible contours of our body, it goes a lot deeper, down to the 

infinitely small cells that remember our biological identity and our story. Our identity is also found in 

other people’s images of us. A person’s identity is thus far from set; rather it is the product of 

constant negotiations to keep a balance between these two worlds. 

 

François Delaporte 

De la face au masque : les questions de l’identité au sortir de la Grande guerre 

Un premier problème concerne l’examen de la situation, tant du point de vue théorique que 

pratique, de la chirurgie réparatrice à l’époque de la Grande guerre. Il s’agit donc de mettre en 

lumière la portée, les significations et les limites de la chirurgie maxillo-faciale à ce moment-là. 

Ensuite, nous verrons dans le domaine des pratiques artistiques, notamment la sculpture, 

l’émergence d’une génération dont la formation comporte un un savoir du rendu des visages. A 

partir d’un indépassable seuil dans le domaine de la chirurgie et d’un savoir-faire acquis dans le 

cadre de l’enseignement dans les aux Ecoles des beaux-arts, il faudra décrire un infime embrayage 

événementiel : le sculpteur prend le relais du chirurgien. La confection de masques pour pallier 

l’irréparable peut alors apparaître comme une solution au problème du retour des blessés de la face 

à la vie civile. A partir et là, et pour finir, nous reprendrons les questions de l’identité au sortir de la 

grande guerre. 

From the face to the mask: the question of identity at the end of the Great War 

The first problem is to situate, both theoretically and practically, reconstructive surgery at the time 

of the Great War. This paper is thus concerned to highlight the scope, meaning and limits of 

maxillofacial surgery at that specific moment in time. We will then consider, in the field of artistic 



practice, including sculpture, the emergence of a generation specifically trained to render the face. 

This analysis, informed by the know-how acquired in teaching contexts at the Ecoles des beaux-arts, 

will describe a tiny but significant shift of engagement which represents a historical step-change: the 

sculptor takes over from the surgeon. The construction of masks to mitigate the irreparable can thus 

appear as a solution to the problem of the return of the wounded to civilian life. The final point, 

which builds on this, is a return to the question of identity at the end of the Great War. 

François Delaporte, professeur émérite de l’Université de Picardie Jules Verne, a publié une dizaine 

d’ouvrages de philosophie des sciences, notamment Anatomy of the Passions. Foreword Todd 

Meyers, California, Stanford University Press, California, 2008 et Figures of Medicine, Blood, Face 

Transplants, Parasites. Foreword by Christofer  Lawrence, New-York, Fordham University Press, 

2013. 

 

Anne-Marie Martindale 

When I look in the mirror, I see a mixture of the two [of us]” (Isobel Dinoire, BBC, 27.11.2012): Some 

thoughts on identity shift and facial transplantation 

The relationship between faces and identity has a long socio-cultural history. Two thousand years 

ago Greeks were writing about facial appearance and character, and in some respects these ancient 

tropes are still with us today. How many James Bond films have used a facial ‘disfigurement’ or 

unusual appearance as an indicator of immorality? In recent years the advent of experimental facial 

transplantation surgery has thrown new light on the topic of faces, ‘disfigurement’ and identity. In 

both public and academic arenas, it has been suggested that identity is corporeally located within 

faces, so that when surgery occurs, identities are also transplanted.  

‘Surgeons have been transplanting livers, kidneys and hearts for many years, but faces have always 

been different. They are seen as a sacred, untouchable parts of a person's identity (The Telegraph 

Online, Peter Allen, 2.11.2008). 

Using anthropological theories of health I want to deconstruct and challenge this partial 

conceptualisation in favour of a more nuanced complex, embodied understanding of the 

relationship between faces and identity. Developing this premise, I will draw on the findings of my 

recent ethnographic facial ‘disfigurement’ research to explore issues of identity disruption, transition 

and reintegration in relation to facial transplantation.       

Anne-Marie Martindale is an anthropologist and experienced health researcher working at the 

University of Liverpool. She is particularly interested in: the relationship between faces and social 

reproduction; and identity, facial 'disfigurement' and transplantation related issues. Her recent PhD 

thesis explored identity shift in people with an acquired facial 'disfigurement' using an ethnographic, 

narrative methodology. 

 

 



Louisa Young 

How history feeds ficton 

My first book was a biography of my grandmother, Kathleen Scott, sculptor and widow of Scott of 

the Antarctic, who worked with Harold Gillies making casts of the faces of wounded soldiers - 

probably via her teacher Henry Tonks. When I first saw those unforgettable photographs, I kept 

them in my mind, and 20 years later, at the Wellcome in London, I saw one of the faces again. 

Nearby was displayed a field postcard, on which was printed: 'My dear ----, I want to tell you before 

any telegram arrives that I have received a slight/severe wound in my ----.' Putting together the 

wounded face and the card that wounded soldier was expected to fill in, both so strong, and both 

saying nothing, I started to see stories. The soldier would not tell his mother he had a severe injury 

to his face, he would say he had a slight injury to his stiff upper lip. He would lie, because her 

innocence of the horrors he lived through was the very thing he was fighting to protect. Then, in a 

nurse's memoir, I read of a soldier so distraught about his face that he broke off his engagement, in 

one move assuming that his fiancee would pity him and rejecting that pity. When a man lies to those 

he loves, to protect them, then a story begins. The cliche is that soldiers don’t talk about the war - 

but this isn’t always a choice, or even a psychological trait. What if you have no mouth? 

I will talk about how history feeds fiction, about the responsibility authors have to the real people 

whose stories we appropriate, and about putting humanity back into the heart of history and science 

- one of fiction’s most important jobs - in a field as tender as facial injury and reconstruction. I would 

also like to include a reading from one of the books. 

Louisa Young graduated in modern history from Trinity College Cambridge. She is the author of 

thirteen books, including The Book of the Heart (a cultural history of the human heart); A Great Task 

of Happiness, the life of Kathleen Scott, and most recently the novels My Dear I Wanted to Tell You 

and The Heroes’ Welcome (HarperCollins, 2011 and 2014), set during and immediately after WW1. 

The third of this series is to be published in 2015. Her books have been selected for Cityread for 

London and the Richard & Judy Book Club 2012, nominated for the Impac Award, won the Galaxy 

Audiobook of the Year 2011, and been shortlisted for the Wellcome Prize, the Costa Novel of the 

Year, the Galaxy Book of the Year and the Orange Prize. Between them they are published in 36 

languages. She is also half of the children’s author Zizou Corder, whose Lionboy novels were co-

written with her daughter Isabel Adomakoh Young.   

 

Joe Kember 

Face Value: Robert Florey and the Representation of the Gueules Cassées in Hollywood. 

As an emigré French filmmaker working in Hollywood from the late 1920s, Robert Florey is most 

often remembered for the expressionist styles he brought to Hollywood horror and B movies from 

the late 1920s to the 1940s, as well as for his early avant-garde production, the influential Life and 

Death of 9413: A Hollywood Extra (1927). Drawing primarily upon other, neglected films from 

Florey’s extensive and diverse back catalogue, this paper will draw attention to a different aspect of 

his cultural and cinematic influences: his recurrent concern with the representation of non-



expressive and mutilated faces. The first of these was Face Value (1927), a film unique in Hollywood 

at this time for its stark and unflinching representation of a facially disfigured veteran of World War 

I, whose struggles to adapt to his condition are shared, painfully, with his fiancé. By contrast with 

emergent American horror traditions, typified by the facial theatrics of Lon Chaney Sr. in films such 

as The Hunchback of Notre Dame (Wallace Worsely, 1923) and The Phantom of the Opera (Rupert 

Julian, 1925), Face Value creates a social drama notable for its sympathetic treatment of facial 

disfigurement, as well as for its sharp formal experimentation with the facial close-up. This type of 

stylistic self-consciousness concerning facial expression would remain a theme throughout much of 

Florey’s subsequent career. My paper will proceed to trace the motif through three other little -

studied films: The Florentine Dagger (1935), The Preview Murder Mystery (1936), and The Face 

Behind the Mask (1941), each of which continued Florey’s interrogation, across a series of genres, of 

the significance of facial disfigurement within an industry where such features more frequently 

connoted monstrosity or deviance. 

Joe Kember is a Senior Lecturer in Film at the University of Exeter since 2008. His research is in 

popular and visual culture throughout the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries and especially in 

early and silent cinema. He has released a number of notable publications, including Marketing 

Modernity: Victorian Popular Shows and Early Cinema (Exeter: University of Exeter Press, 2009). He 

is the reviews editor for Early Popular Visual Culture, and in 2009 he co-organised the major 

international conference 'Instruction, Amusement and Spectacle: Popular Shows 1800-1914'. In the 

same year he was Visiting Associate Professor at Vassar College. 

 

Evelyne Jardonnet 

Défigurations dans le cinéma de la Grande Guerre : de l'infilmable à l'image-spectrale 

Dans un certain nombre de films consacrés à la Grande Guerre, la représentation de la mutilation 

faciale ou psychique engage de façon paroxystique le rapport à l'image. Ce sont les différentes 

modalités de ce rapport que la présente communication vise à explorer. Dans ce but deux axes de 

réflexion seront abordés. Le premier examinera les différentes stratégies élaborées par les cinéastes 

pour donner une forme à  l'infilmable que la mutilation semble incarner. On verra avec les analyses 

de La Chambre des Officiers, de Johnny got his gun que le personnage du soldat défiguré se construit 

en cristallisant la tension entre les différents constituants du plan que sont le champ et le hors-

champ. Inversement, absente dans J'Accuse d'Abel Gance,  cette tension laisse place à une véritable 

image-monument, dont on évoquera le fonctionnement. Au-delà de cette dynamique entre 

occultation et monstration, le deuxième axe de réflexion mettra au jour un phénomène plus 

spécifique aux films du corpus : la revenance des images. Celle-ci prend plusieurs aspects dont on 

proposera une typologie. La confrontation de J'Accuse avec La Chambre verte, celle de La Chambre 

des Officiers avec Johnny got his gun montrera qu'elle relève tout d'abord de l'intertextualité. On 

assiste en effet à la circulation de motifs scénaristiques et visuels qu'on répertoriera. La dimension 

mémorielle de l'image revêt également une autre tournure. Beaucoup de cinéastes du corpus ont 

pris acte de l'immense production visuelle documentaire que La Grande Guerre a suscitée au 

moment de son déroulement. C'est pourquoi on questionnera l'utilisation de ces archives visuelles 



aussi bien dans les fictions que dans le documentaire O Uomo. On constatera alors que l'insertion de 

ces archives conduit notre rapport à l'image aux limites du discursif. 

In a number of films about the Great War, the representation of facial or psychological injury 

models image relations in paroxysmal terms. This paper will explore the different modalities of these 

relations. To this end, two lines of enquiry will be followed. The first will examine the different 

strategies developed by filmmakers to give form to the unfilmable content that mutilation seems to 

embody. Via analysis of La Chambre des Officiers and Johnny Got His Gun we shall see that the 

character of the disfigured soldier is constructed through a crystallisation of the tension between on-

screen and off-screen space. Conversely, this tension, which is absent from J'accuse by Abel Gance, 

gives way to an image-monument, a monumental image whose functioning we shall discuss.  

Beyond this dynamic between concealment and demonstration, the second line of enquiry will 

uncover a phenomenon specific to the film corpus considered: that of revenance, or the spectral 

image. This comprises several specific aspects, from which we propose to form a typology. 

Comparison of J'accuse with La Chambre verte, and of La Chambre des officiers with Johnny Got His 

Gun shows that it is above all revealed by intertextuality, and here we bear witness to a recirculation 

of scenarios and of visual motifs which we shall list.  The memorial dimension of the image, 

meanwhile, has a rather different bearing. Many filmmakers have taken note of the vast 

documentary corpus brought into being by The Great War at the time, and for this reason we shall 

analyse the use of these visual archives both in fiction and in the documentary O Uomo. As we shall 

note, the presence of these archives casts our relation to the image as a relation to the limits of 

discourse. 

 

Karine Chevalier 

The Disfigured Face or the Absent Signifier: Faces and Masks in French Cinema 

The aim of this paper is to question the impact of the disfigured faces in French cinema as a hidden 

signifier. It will analyse the strategies employed by French filmmakers to articulate the disfigured 

face in relation to the masks which can be understood as a physical external object or an internal 

face. 

I will analyse films in which the masks play a key role to reveal or to repress the visage (following 

Claude Levinas’ s binary relationship between the face and the visage), from Abel Gance’s J’accuse 

(1919) to Charles Vanel’s Dans la nuit (1929), Jean Cocteau’s La Belle et la Bête (1946), Georges 

Franju Les Yeux sans visage ( 1960), André Cayatte’s  Le Miroir a deux faces (1958) , François 

Dupeyron’s  La Chambre des officiers (2001), Leos Carax’s Holly motors (2012). I will explore the way 

numerous cinematic devices (camera angle, subjective point of view, voice over and privileged 

cinematic genre among other) have been created to portraiy the “in-between” spaces/ states of the 

face and the visage as a consequence of masked-unmasked characters produced by various 

historical contexts.  

We will conclude that the screen is conceived primarily as a mask to hide/protect the audience from 

the disfigured faces and secondly as a visage that can be described using Roland Barthes’s term such 



as punctum which offers a wounding detail to deepen the relation between the image and the 

audience (to complement the studium which is socio-historically motivated).  

From the experience of the gueules cassées to the innovations in the surgical field, the responses to 

disfigurement in French cinema reveal the limitation of the representation and the necessary 

participation of the audience to fulfil the role of the absent signifier. 

Karine Chevalier is Senior Lecturer in French and Francophone studies at Roehampton University 

London. Her main research interests lie in the field of French cinema, Francophone Postcolonial 

studies, Anthropology and Visual studies. She has published two monographs on memory from both 

imaginative and cultural perspectives (La Mémoire et l'Absent. Nabile Farès et Juan Rulfo de la Trace 

au Palimpseste. Paris : L'Harmattan, 2008; La Mémoire et le Présent.Daniel Maximin et Salman 

Rushdie du Masque au Chaos. Paris : L'Harmattan, 2010) as well as numerous articles on French and 

Francophone literature and cinema. The main focus of her research is on the use and representation 

of masks, especially the mask as an object on the move. She is also a filmmaker. 

 

 

Richard Woodall 

 

“Circus of Horrors”: Disfiguring the Feminine in 1960s Cinema 

 

Sidney Hayers’ 1960 B-movie Circus of Horrors tells the story of Dr. Rossiter, a megalomaniacal 

plastic surgeon who is forced to change his identity and flee England when an illegal operation goes 

awry. On the run in the south of France, he happens upon a derelict circus, inhabited solely by its 

alcoholic proprietor and his young daughter, whose face bears a scar left by a bomb which fell on 

her school during World War 2. Rossiter operates on the girl with miraculous results, before seizing 

control of the circus and transforming it into one of the most successful attractions in Western 

Europe, featuring a famous “Temple of Beauty”, in which models perform tableaux depicting great 

paragons of pulchritude from throughout human history – Adam and Eve, Sappho etc. The circus has 

a secret, however – all of its female performers are former patients of Dr. Rossiter, women with 

some form of facial wound or scar whom he has surgically transformed and put on display for his 

own pleasure and profit.  

Circus of Horrors is unusual in that it examines the effect of military violence upon the feminine face, 

providing an interesting counterpoint to the case of Les Gueules cassées and other representations 

of male combatants injured in armed conflict. It also raises the issue of the relationship between 

violence and the feminine face more generally, portraying the latter as a plastic substance which is 

constantly disfigured and re-figured by a brutal masculine hand. In this, it is representative of a wave 

of 60s films which took the feminine face, disfigurement and plastic surgery as their central themes, 

such as Eyes Without a Face, Peeping Tom and The Face of Another. This talk will consider what 

these films can tell us about the way that cinema has shaped our notions of the relationship 

between the feminine face, destructive violence, and constructive surgical intervention. 

 

Richard Woodall is a 2nd year PGR student in the Department of English Literature at the University 

of Sheffield. His research concerns the role of visual technologies in shaping the way we read and 

understand the human face. 



Martin Hurcombe 

 

The Return of the Brute: The Changing Face of the Warrior in Roger Vercel’s Capitaine Conan 

 

Published in 1934, Roger Vercel’s novel Capitaine Conan sits uncomfortably within the canon of 

interwar pacifist literature. The horrors of the Western Front were a familiar trope to a French public 

that had largely reneged notions of martial heroism preferring a vision of the war which cast the 

French as unwilling participants in a primarily European conflict instigated by Germany. Set in the 

months following the Armistice on France’s Eastern Front, Capitaine Conan is concerned with the 

inability of men like Conan, its eponymous hero, whose elite unit has for four years used the most 

violent methods at its disposal in the name of the nation, to adapt to peace. Conan, then, is no 

reluctant soldier; he is a gung-ho warrior who takes an animalistic pleasure in the act of killing. This 

paper will examine how the face of the warrior, seen through the eyes of the novel’s first-person 

narrator, reflects this warrior’s failed transition to the new post-war order. In particular, it will 

examine images of bestiality associated with the warrior figure and reflected in his facial 

expressions, tracing in these a critique of the primal forces unleashed by the nation in its own 

defence. It will demonstrate how, through the changing face of Conan and his men, Vercel’s novel 

offers an original analysis of the war and its origins. While for Freud, war represented a temporary 

suspension of civilised behaviour, Vercel, this paper will argue, locates the origins of war in the 

hypocrisy of the civilised nation state itself. The changing face of the warrior reveals not so much the 

beast within man, but the beast forged through the social act of war itself.  

 

Martin Hurcombe is Reader in French Studies at the University of Bristol. He is the author of 

Novelists in Conflict: Ideology and the Absurd in the French Combat Novel of the Great War (Rodopi, 

2004) and of France and the Spanish Civil War: Cultural Representations of the War next Door, 1936-

45 Ashgate: 2011) and is one of the editors of its journal (Journal of War and Culture Studies). 

 

 

 

Kate Macdonald  

 

The facially impaired First World War soldier in British popular culture 

 

• Literary representations of disfigurement 

• First World War literature and the face 

 

My project on the depictions of disability in British popular culture, is at present focused on the 

popular print culture of the First World War and the 1920s.  I have looked at over 4000 issues of 

popular fiction magazines, and newspapers, collecting data on how the impaired body was 

presented in text and image during this period of dramatic demographic change, and how it did not 

become normalised in British society. Partly due to primitive prosthetic technology, and partly due 

to social construction, war-impaired ex-soldiers became ‘othered’ by their altered physical state.  

In this paper I would like to discuss how the impaired face was used in British wartime popular print 

culture, in magazine fiction and in printed ephemera, including newspapers, advertising, and 

postcards. My paper will discuss the different uses in fiction of the returned soldier with a scarred 



face, the woman scarred by munitions work, and the metaphorical doubling of facial scarring with 

blindness to produce the resolution of healing and unity. I discuss my data in the context of other 

categories of civil and military impairment, and show how the images in printed ephemera relate to 

the fiction, depicting facial scarring as a metaphorical and reversible wound that impacts on 

masculinity and economic productivity, but can yet be overcome. The political and propagandist 

implications of the popular cultural record will be considered as an aspect of how the public were 

expected to see the impaired face. The forms of popular culture I study have the power to reflect 

and affect mainstream opinion by their very wide dissemination and their function in depicting 

recognisable, familiar situations; but discerning whether they reflect or affect is problematic. 

 

Kate Macdonald teaches British literature and literary history at Ghent University, Belgium. She is 

currently the Sassoon Visiting Research Fellow at the Bodleian Library, University of Oxford, (autumn 

2014), and the series editor of Literary Texts and the Popular Marketplace for Pickering  & Chatto. 

Her most recent book is Novelists Against Social Change. Conservative Popular Fiction, 1920-1960 

(Palgrave Macmillan, 2015). 

 

 

Kamilla Pawlikowska 

 

Imagination, the Face and Surgical Intervention 

 

Disfigurement, in both literary texts and in the world, is often accompanied by a wish for surgical 

intervention. Imagining the consequences of a sudden change in appearance, authors of fiction 

examine how it alters the relationship between the body and interiority. More specifically, they ask 

to what extent this relationship can be complicated. 

The belief that one’s interiority shapes one’s external appearance is one of the world’s key 

epistemological paradigms. It was evoked, among others, by Emmanuel Swedenborg as 

‘correspondence’, Johann Caspar Lavater as ‘the principle of life’ and by Charles le Brun as ‘a Law of 

Nature’. Nineteenth- and twenty-century authors frequently perceive surgery as intrusion into this 

relationship. In the fantastic tale ‘The Birthmark’ (1843) by Nathaniel Hawthorne, the protagonist 

develops a monomaniac obsession with the red mark on his wife’s otherwise perfect face. He, who is 

himself a scientist, removes the mark surgically. However, by this intervention he severs ‘the bond 

by which an angelic spirit kept itself in union with a mortal frame’ and his wife dies. In a short story 

by Akutagawa Ryunousuke entitled ‘The Nose’ (1916) a Buddhist monk, suffers because of his 

extremely long nose. After a series of harsh treatments the nose is successfully diminished but he 

bitterly regrets of having acted ‘against nature’. In the novel The Face of Another (1964) by Kobo 

Abe, a chemical explosion destroys the protagonist’s face. Following a successful procedure, he 

receives a new face. Although he resumes normal life, his character gradually changes to match the 

new face. In short, this paper will examine a variety of consequences which follow changes in facial 

appearance, as depicted in literary texts.    

 

Kamilla Pawlikowska received a BA in English Culture and Language, an MA and a PhD in 

Comparative Literature from University of Kent (UK). In her PhD thesis she has examined 

representations of the human face in literary texts of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. 



Currently, she is a British Academy/Japan Society for the Promotion of Science Postdoctoral Fellow 

at Seikei University, Tokyo. 

 

 

 

Marjorie Gehrhardt 

 

La Greffe Générale: the voice of French facially injured soldiers 

 

This paper discusses the experience of facial injury from the point of view of the servicemen 

themselves. Like the combatants on the front, soldiers wounded during the First World War wrote 

and published newspapers. Amongst the many, sometimes short-lived, soldiers’ publications, La 

Greffe Générale, the journal of the wounded treated in the Ve Division de Blessés [5th unit of 

wounded combatants] at the Val-de-Grâce hospital in Paris, stands out. Les baveux [the dribblers], as 

the facially wounded combatants were sometimes nicknamed, spent months, even years, 

undergoing treatment, the sometimes ground-breaking operations endeavoured by the surgeon 

Hippolyte Morestin and his colleagues interspersed with long phases of convalescence. Of key 

importance was finding occupations for the patients, whose families were not always able to visit 

them and whose frightening looks often deterred them from venturing outside the hospital. But as 

this paper shows, writing newspapers was more than a pastime and for the researcher these 

documents constitute a unique source. The voices of the wounded can be heard throughout the 

eight issues, released between December 1917 and July 1918. The challenges faced by facially 

injured combatants are reflected in their writings, as this paper demonstrates. At the same time, the 

journal itself is an attempt to respond to some of these issues. Ultimately, I argue that the hospital 

newspaper was an attempt to collectively cope with the challenges facing gueules cassées. The 

ethos reflected and developed in La Greffe Générale played, I suggest, a significant part in the later 

constitution of the facially disfigured men’s organisation, the Union des Blessés de la Face.  

 

Marjorie Gehrhardt is Associate Research Fellow in the College of Humanities, University of Exeter, 

on the project 1914FACES2014. She works on the cultural history of the facially injured soldiers of 

the First World War in France and Great Britain in particular. Her publications include articles in the 

Journal of War and Culture Studies; in Gender, Agency and Violence, 2013; and in Twentieth Century 

Wars in European Memory, 2013. She is currently writing her book The Men with Broken Faces: 

Gueules cassées of the First World War (Peter Lang). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Suzannah Biernoff 

 

85 Portraits of War 

 

One of the most poignant innovations of the First World War was the production of portrait masks 

for severely disfigured servicemen: the surgical ‘failures’.  In London and Paris, professional sculptors 

were responsible for the provision of these delicate masks: their results are recorded in the 

photographs of British home front photographer Horace Nicholls and in a silent film of Anna 

Coleman Ladd at work in her American Red Cross studio in Paris.  Both sources document the artistry 

of prosthetic repair, and Nicholls’ images dramatize the psychological impact of facial mutilation – 

regarded by many to be the most dehumanizing of injuries.  Paradoxically, though, the juxtaposition 

of human face and portrait mask disturbs the equation of identity and appearance on which 

traditional portraiture depends.  Given the professed ‘death of the portrait,’ one might expect a 

different treatment of disfigurement today; a loosening of the conviction that appearance and 

identity are relatively fixed; a more dispersed conception of personhood.  Images from recent 

conflicts do not bear this out, however, and the representation of disfigured veterans (indeed, 

disfigurement of any sort) in the press and popular culture remains convention-bound.  An exception 

is the work of American photographer Nina Berman, whose portraits of veterans challenge the usual 

narratives of sacrifice, courage and redemption – including the fantasy of repair. 

 

Suzannah Biernoff teaches in the Department of History of Art at Birkbeck. Her research has 

spanned medieval and modern periods: she is the author of Sight and Embodiment in the Middle 

Ages (2002), while her recent work pursues the themes of corporeal history and visual anxiety in the 

context of First World War Britain.  In 2007 she was awarded a Wellcome Trust Research Leave 

Award for a project on the cultural history of disfigurement.  Open Access articles from this project 

have been published in the journals Visual Culture in Britain, Social History of Medicine and 

Photographies, and an essay on Nina Berman’s Marine Wedding appeared in the edited volume 

Ugliness: The Non-beautiful in Art and Theory.  Her book Portraits of Violence: War and the 

Aesthetics of Disfigurement is due out with the University of Michigan Press in autumn 2015. 

 

 

Mark Gilbert 

 

The Experience of Portraiture in a Clinical Setting 

 

Experience of Portraiture in Clinical Settings is a qualitative study that used arts-based research and 

narrative inquiry methods to explore the lived experiences attributed to participating in the 

portraiture process in a cancer clinic. This study aimed to gain an understanding of human 

experiences of participating in the portraiture process in a clinical setting. The Institutional Review 

Board approved all aspects of the study. Five adult subjects, ages 19 and over, undergoing treatment 

at the Head and Neck Cancer Clinic at the University of Nebraska Medical Center, Omaha, NE, 

participated in the study collaborating with a portrait artist on a one-to-one basis to co-create 

artistic images which attempted to represent authentically each participant. Over the course of four 

months, the author interacted with and actively listened to each patient's lived experience of illness, 



suffering and recovery to create, with subjects, 24 images aimed to act as a fulcrum around which 

the author and each participant co-constructed a shared narrative of the process. The author 

worked with an interdisciplinary analysis team to evaluate study data, including transcripts of 

dialogue between artist/researcher and sitters/patients, semi-structured interviews, and portraits. 

Through triangulation and systematic qualitative analysis investigators found the following emergent 

themes: participants embraced uncertainties, developed trusting relationships, engaged in reflective 

practices, told a story and felt empowered. The study discovered that the visual art medium of 

portraiture is a suitable vehicle for medical interactions, interpretation, inference, imagination and 

intuition and analysis. The process and inherent dualities of portraiture apply to both artist/sitter 

and physician/patient relationships. The study has ongoing implications in the field of medicine as 

not only a research and teaching model but also a therapeutic intervention. 

 

Scottish artist, Mark Gilbert earned a BA in Fine Art from Glasgow School of Art in 1991. After ten 

years of studio practice, The Royal London Hospital, England offered him a post as artist in resident. 

There he worked in collaboration with maxilla facial surgeon, Professor Iain Hutchison and his 

patients. The resulting exhibition ‘Saving Faces’ and international tour led to his next project: a two-

year research project and exhibition entitled, ‘Here I am and Nowhere Else: Portraits of Care’. His 

studies continue to be focused in the interdisciplinary field of Art and Medicine and in 2014 he 

completed his PhD in the Medical Sciences Interdepartmental Area (MSIA) program at the University 

of Nebraska Medical Center with his dissertation The Experience of Portraiture in a Clinical Setting 

(EPICS). Through EPICS, both artist/researcher and sitters/participants were able to embrace what 

was threatening with what was reassuring, what was painful with what was pleasant, what was 

isolating with what was social, what was destructive with what was constructive, what was 

damaging with what was healing. Past, present and future, silence and dialogue, listening and 

questioning, reflecting and experiencing, analyzing and imagining all converged into the resultant 

narratives of EPICS. 

 

(See also Mark Gilbert’s Portrait exhibition: Saving Faces meets 1914FACES2014 in the University of 

Exeter Forum, Central Campus) 

 

 

 

Luke Shepherd 

  
If your surgeon can’t draw, would you trust him with a scalpel? 

 

An article in the BMA News states that ‘Doctors who work in the field of reconstructive surgery tend 

to have an excellent grasp of anatomy, but when it comes to aesthetics, the shape of and spatial 

relationship between, individual features, they can be less confident’. While possibly an over 

exaggeration, it is true to say that the training received by plastic surgeons favours surgical protocol 

over the development of spatial awareness.  

For the past 30 years I have been working as a portrait sculptor and educator, developing a scientific 

approach and protocol to train the eye to accurately understand the complexity of 3-D form. The 

methods developed aim to unravel the visual complexity of the human head and to close the gap 

between the forms that are seen and that which the hand can re-create. 



Following on from this, when teaching visual aesthetics and perception to plastic and maxillofacial 

surgeons, it is apparent that an intricate knowledge of anatomy, while being of paramount 

importance to the surgeon, plays little significance in visual awareness of form. 

Arnheim in Tolleth states ‘We see not only with our eyes but with our brain. Our knowledge of a 

subject, past experience and preconceived notions may seriously alter perception.’  

Beyond an appreciation of aesthetics and anatomy arises the question what visual training is 

appropriate and relevant for the plastic and maxillofacial surgeon? 

 

Luke works as a portrait sculptor with bronzes throughout museums and public buildings in the UK 

and overseas.  For the past 15 years he has been teaching plastic and maxillo-facial surgeons how to 

understand 3-D form through a 4-day intensive "Heads Course".  www.luke-shepherd.com 

 

 

 

Eleanor Crook 

 

Eleanor’s sculpture ‘The Band Played On’ constitutes an essential element in the Faces of Conflict 

exhibition in the Royal Albert Memorial Museum (RAMM), Exeter. 

 

The sculpture presents a military band of wounded soldiers, subjects of reconstructive plastic 

surgery, dating from 1855 to the present day. They represent survivors of the Crimean War, the First 

World War, the Second World War and the War in Afghanistan.  The individuals depicted are 

fictional but the wounds and surgical procedures are documentary and real, researched from 

medical archival sources. 

 

Eleanor Crook is a British artist who trained in sculpture at Central St Martins and the Royal Academy 

and makes figures and effigies in wax, carved wood and lifelike media. She has also made a special 

study of anatomy and has sculpted anatomical and pathological waxworks for the Gordon Museum 

of Pathology at Guy's Hospital, London's Science Museum, and the Royal College of Surgeons of 

England. She exhibits internationally in both fine art and science museum contexts. She learned the 

technique of forensic facial reconstruction modelling from Richard Neave and has demonstrated and 

taught this to artists, forensic anthropology students, law enforcement officers and plastic surgeons 

as well as incorporating this practice in her own sculpted people. 

Following a lifelong interest in Northern Renaissance woodcarving, and influenced by the experience 

of dissecting in order to learn anatomy, she studied limewood carving at the Giesler-Moroder wood 

carving school in the Austrian Tyrol. In the interest of making figures more lifelike than the living, 

using a generous grant from the Wellcome Trust she developed the incorporation of electronic 

animatronics systems into the sculptures so that her moribund and macabre creations now can 

twitch and mutter.  

Eleanor is artist in residence at the Gordon Museum of Pathology, a member of the Medical Artists' 

Association, runs a course in Anatomy drawing at the Royal College of Art and lectures on the M. A. 

Art & Science course at Central St Martins School of Art in London.  

 

 

http://www.luke-shepherd.com/


Sophie Delaporte  

 

L’atteinte XIXe-XXIe 

 

Le projet présenté ici entend montrer les différentes gammes d’atteintes faites au visage au cours 

des guerres et conflits depuis le milieu du XIXe jusqu’à aujourd’hui. Montrer d’un point de vue « 

visuel », en s’appuyant sur le corpus iconographique très riche mis en place depuis la guerre civile 

américaine jusqu’aux opérations menées en Irak ou en Afghanistan (OIF/OEF) au début de notre 

siècle. De quelle manière ces visages ont-ils été photographiés ? Quel était le rapport entre le blessé, 

l’appareil photographique et le soignant ? Quelle diffusion, pour qui et pour quoi ? Il nous faut voir 

ici les formes de blessures, car la blessure au visage a évolué à travers les conflits des XIXe, XXe et 

XXIe siècles et envisager également l’impact des modalités de combat sur les types d’atteintes. Ainsi 

pourrons-nous étudier les principaux éléments qui déterminent les différents types de lésions, en 

termes d’exposition et de vulnérabilité de cette partie du corps. Notre travail est centré sur 

l’expérience américaine mais sans nous interdire des perspectives comparées. En effet, l’histoire des 

Etats-Unis offre un ensemble de jalons chronologiques autorisant une étude exhaustive. Les sources 

s’avèrent particulièrement riches, notamment en termes d’images, pour la guerre de Sécession, les 

deux conflits mondiaux, la guerre de Corée, celle du Vietnam et, plus récemment, les opérations 

menées en Irak et en Afghanistan (OIF/OEF). C’est pour l’essentiel sur ces « moments » guerriers que 

je m’arrêterai.  

 

This paper aims to demonstrate the variety of types of damage sustained by the face in war and 

conflict from the middle of the nineteenth century to the present by means of a "visual" perspective, 

relying on the very large body of visual documentation which has been generated from the American 

Civil War to operations in Iraq and Afghanistan (OIF / OEF) at the beginning of this century. How 

were these faces photographed? What was the relationship between the injured, the camera and 

the caregiver? What dissemination, for whom and to what end? Here we have to study the forms of 

injuries because the nature of facial injury has evolved through the conflicts of the nineteenth, 

twentieth and twenty-first centuries, and also consider the impact of combat conditions on the 

types of injury sustained. 

Thus we can study the main factors that determine the different wounds, in terms of exposure and 

vulnerability of the body. My work is focused on the American context but does not exclude 

comparative perspectives. Indeed, the history of the United States offers a set of chronological 

milestones authorizing a comprehensive study. The sources are particularly rich, particularly in terms 

of images, in the Civil War, both World Wars, the Korean War, the Vietnam War and, more recently, 

the operations carried out in Iraq and Afghanistan (OIF / OEF). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Marie Le Clainche-Piel 

 

Committing to Face Transplantation: From the Challenge of Singularity to the Return to the 

Community 

 

This paper is about how patients involved in a process of face transplantation in France invest in this 

experiment1. How do they describe the disorders affecting themselves and how do they connect 

them with this therapeutic opportunity? How do they negotiate with the aims and expectations of 

the surgical team or their loved ones? 

To answer these questions, we follow four patients in reconstructive surgery services who accepted 

to get involved in a process face transplantation, and one patient who refused. 

Through the ways facially injured people describe their life trajectory and argue about their decision, 

we demonstrate how they mobilise different registers of commitment in the therapeutic 

experimentation: between vital and socialising. 

Also, considering the process of facial repair in a long temporality that exceeds the time of the 

surgery, we observe how the persons deal with the defence of the uniqueness of their personal 

history and their appearance, as well as the pursuit of a goal of reintegration into a normal social life 

and community. 

To better understand this dynamic, we invoke sociological and anthropological literature on the 

emergence of medical technologies1, on the borders of normality2 and body standards, as well as 

organ transplants3. 

 

Marie Le Clainche - Piel, PhD candidate in sociology at the EHESS (Paris, France) and academic visitor 

at the School of Anthropology & Museum Ethnography (Oxford, United-Kingdom). 

Since 2010, my research aims at understanding the process of emergence of face transplantation in 

France and the United Kingdom, from the actions and points of view of the surgical teams, patients, 

ethics committees and charities defending facially injured people. 

 

 

Emmylou Rahtz  

 

The complex course of psychological distress following facial injury 

 

People who suffer injury, whether from accidents or interpersonal violence, face a range of 

psychosocial issues. Major trauma patients are known to be at risk of high levels of post-traumatic 

stress disorder (PTSD) as well as depression and anxiety. Less is known about facial trauma patients, 

and research has seldom compared their experiences with those of other trauma patients. Though 

standards of oral and maxillofacial surgery (OMFS) continually improve, psychological problems may 

be overlooked in busy clinics. People with facial injuries may be hypothesised to face additional 

barriers to recovery such as appearance concern and problems with social reintegration. 

Furthermore, violent injuries are disproportionately likely to affect the face. 

This prospective study recruited patients being treated at the Royal London Hospital by the trauma 

team, OMFS team or both. Participants completed standardised self-completion questionnaires in 

hospital (baseline) and at three and six month follow-up: these assessed symptoms of PTSD, 

depression, anxiety and appearance concern, as well as wellbeing and social support. 



Data from 225 injury patients show that a high proportion experienced clinically significant 

symptoms of distress. Six months after injury, 26% of patients experienced symptoms indicative of 

PTSD; 31% of depression and 38% of anxiety. Perhaps counterintuitively though, those with facial 

injuries experienced significantly lower levels of distress and appearance concern at six months, 

although at baseline their levels had been slightly higher.  

There are high levels of psychological distress and unmet needs after injury, and rehabilitation 

involves a return to normal psychosocial functioning as well as physical function.  However, the path 

to recovery appears to differ between facial trauma patients and other trauma patients, and there is 

a need for a simple way of assessing differential distress so that appropriate interventions can be 

offered. 

 

Emmylou Rahtz is a PhD student interested in the effects of physical health on mental health and 

wellbeing. Her doctoral research investigates the psychosocial impact of traumatic injuries, in 

particular facial injuries in the Centre for Psychiatry, QMUL, London.  She previously worked in social 

research, and holds degrees in English Literature and Psychology.   

 

 

 

 


